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Beale St Exploits Live On In Memories
NAT D. WILLIAMS
had been hangers-on around the Army encampments. and
The Blues are not the only colorful creations of the indigo had learned to look to the black soldiers
for various forms of
avenue known as Beale Street. A galaxy of colorful incidents, aid.
episodes, legends, and historical events add to the Beale Street
The four day riot found thousands of whites, chiefly
Story and give it a projection that the years Ifave not erased. who had immigrated to the South
and to Memphis, inv
g
For instance, the first time Beale Street came into the na- Beale Street and other/black- areas. The blacks resisted.
ional spotlight was the outgrowth of a riot. A race riot. For setting off one of the worst
riots in the nation's history.
four bloody, hectic days in Memphis, in 1869, right after the
The cqnflict ended when Federal troops separated the two
close of the Civil War and at the time when Federal soldiers ejoups. They rounded up thousands of blacks and herded
were still in the city, blacks and whites assaulted, wounded, them into the then existing Fort Pickering area
in Southand killed each other on the streets. The clash was unlike Memphis
in the vicinity of what is now known as Box
the black-police confrontations of the 1960's, and even today. ! town. Mos of the Irish were shoved
into the northern area
Then, it was primarily a matter of black versus white, re- of the city in a district known as "Pinch,"
in the area of
gardless of position.
what is now Hurt Village. The riot cost scores of Hies and
The affray started when two wagon drivers, one white, caused hundreds of blacks and whites
to leave Memphis. Propone black, had a fight on Main Street, near Beale, Others erty damage was great, and racial
tensions remained surtook it up. In short order blacks and whites were fighting faced for years. That was around
one hundred years ago.
each other indiscriminately. Black soldiers stationed with the Beale Street was the focus . . giving
a preview of blach
Federal forces in the city joined the fight, on the side of the life in urban communities for years
to come . . . in man)
blacks. The black soldiers had already been disarmed in an- respects.
ticipation of their being mustered out of the Army. There !
Another noteworthy and historic Beak Street-related event
was a strong back-log of white resentment against their pre- occurred in 1876, and repeated itself
in 18711. It was the yellow
sence anyway. The Federal Army had occupied the city for fever epidemic that struck Memphis and
almost destroyed the
almost the duration of the Civil War. Black slaves had left city. Beale Street became historically involved
because of the
the surrounding plantations and crowded into Memphis. They service black people rendered the city during
the crisesg

A SENGSTACKE
NEWSPAPER

Blacks were not as susceptible to yellow fever as white in "jutting the city back on its corporate and fiscal feet.
residents. As a result the burden of tending the sick, burying
But Beak Street soon regained its traditional colors . ..
the dead, and otherwise carrying on the needed services of as a street of violent emotions accompanied by violent play
the municipality was left largely in their hands.
and sometimes violent work. Sometimes work and play were
Black -Memphians, directed by Beale Street leaders are so mixed until it was difficult to tell them apart. Take the
credited with having performed yeoman services in carrying . case of a notorious Beale Street character, *Wild Bill" Laout their rescue and sustenance chores. Thousands of white tura, a white man of Italian descent associated with the Mempeople left the city. Hundreds of whites. died in horrifying phis underworld. One of Latura's haunts was Beale Street.
circumstances. Some blacks succumbed to the ravages of the Down on the "Blues street" he was feared for his quick tem"yellow-jack" as the fever was known. But in the main black per and tendency to extreme violence. Black habitues Of the
people were largely immune to the disease. Most of them re- area did business with him, but they dreaded him. TheY
mained able-bodied. And they took the tragic occasion to in- called him "Wild Bill."
dicate that they bore no deep-seated animosity to their forOne day Bill Latura walked into a crowded Beale Street
mer slave-masters and riot participants. They refrained from saloon. He looked around at the black folk drinking at the
looting in the striken city. They supported and reinforced the bar. They watched him in a hushed whisper. Then 1:stura,
remaining law enforcement agencies with - grass reputedly without reported provocation, pulled a pistol and started shootgrowing at one time on Main Street, during the epidemic, ing indiscriminately. He emptied his gun, firing in the diBeale Street and other Memphi§ Blacks proved themselves rection of every black face he saw. When the smoke cleared
good citizens by not taking advantage of the situation. in six black Beale Streeters lay on the saloon floor dead. Latura
fact, it was a Beale Street black citizen, R. R. Church Sr., turned and walked out. He had powerful connection*,
no noa wealthy land-oweer, who put up one of the first thousand- thing was done about his escapade by the authorities. He
dollar bonds to help re-incorporate the city of Memphis which had given the nation a preview of a later day St. Valenhad been reduced to a taxing district because of the blow tine's Day Massacre, with Beale Street trimmings. To be servfrom the fever, the flight of white property-owners' and the ed by Chicago mobsters during a gang war. Latura bad also
!oss of business revenue. Mr. Church's contribution helped
See Page
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Teachers Students Remain Cool

Hamilton Shootout
Leaves 3 Wounded

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1970

C-A-P
Proves
Fruitful

15 CENTS
Suicide Victim

Ohhie
Goes
National

The Congress of African Peoples which convened in Atlanta
During a recent mishap at, Donald Reddick and Billy Irby Georgia September 3 through
Hamilton Ifigh School. three! and both were hospitalized at 7th was e successor to the
National a n d
International
student were victims of gun-I John Gaston.
Operation
Boycott Holiday
fire and four students were arOnlookers of the situation Black Power Conferences. The
Inns Eyerywhere (OBHIE) rerested. This occurence was sup- said the calm actions in t h is theme of the Congress was
ports important gains by expanposedly to have been caused by obviously tense eruption, taken "Black Nationalism and Pansion of the effort to include
Africanism"
and
the
slogan
an argument of nebulous rea- by the faculty and students
Holiday Inns of the United
It's Nation Time—labor for a
sons.
were to be 'commended.
States and t o foreign coonnation
was
stressed
throughout
Among those arrested were
A student said the shooting
,ries.
Anthony Moore, William Moore, took place as a result of the Congress.
Two OBHIE representatives
Vivian Moore and Ronnie Love: one student having shot another About three thousand people
Mrs. Thomas C. Mathews
from
the United States and
wounded in the fracas were last week.'The incident was a
and Mrs. Cornelia M. Crentwenty foreign countries came
retaliation.
shaw attended the Congress
together to stress unity world
of
Peoples
where
African
In oerious condition at Metho- wide: to exchange ideas and
3000 delegates from the U.S.
dist Hospital with tea bullet workshop. Black people
27-year-old
killed
man
was
A
from
Saturday night when he walked( and 20 foreign countries were
! wounds is Larry Watson, 20, all segments, organizations and
of 1198 Norris. Officials said he political pe..euasions
in front cf an Illinois Central' represented. The ladies were
were inreceived bullet woun4s in the cluded in the meeting.
-I Trak, near Castaiia and Frissie able lo,jecurc active support
stomach and arm.
:Railroad Tracks. The incident! front individuals and organiDonald Reddick, 16 and Billy Chairman' of of the Con1 zations who will actively: carry
, occurred about 7:45 p.m.
on the boycott in the U. S.
Irby are both at John Gaston gress was Hayi•ard Henry: The victim Willian F. "Dune"i
and as far as Australia. JaHospital with bullent wounds. Finance Chairman, Richard
:Glenn of 2141 Golf and lathe'
maica, Barbados and other
Brooks and Irby are not in Traylor - Program Chairman
of
atl
4
pronounced
was
dead
Roosevelt Brown, Public ReWord leaked out earlier this serious
foreign countries where Holicondition.
John Gaston Hospital.
week that Fire and Police Diday Inns operate.
It is reported that all involv- lations - Sonny Carson with
Calvin Isom, 38. of 190u Representative Julian Bond.
rector Frank Holloman may ed
were students at Hamilton Communication Cons ultants
resign his post to carry on poPerson, a half brother of Mr.' Atlanta Georgia Host to the
UM-World
Group,
Inc.
except one who was a studnet
Glenn identified the body.
lice work on another front. He at Northside.
Congress of African Peoples
Atlanta Host Committee inwas reported as being interest- Following
Young Glenn began singingl pledged( his total support in
cluded
Rep.
Juliam
Bond
and
the shooting Faulty
ed in heading the security force
with the Lyrics singing group' the
Georgia
area.
Mayor
members cleared the Campus Father Bob Hunter, Co-Chairof a large university in the Each
in the early '60's. He cut three. Charles Evers of Fayette,
student was sent to his men. The Coordinating comNorth. The Tri-State Defender 5th period
records — -Let's Be Sweet. Miss, has also pledged to
class and remained mittee included Imama Baralearned that rumors were run- there until
hearts Again." "Sidewinder.' carry the Boycott message to
the school day ended ka tLeRoi Jones), John Cashin, Shown above are Rev. and Mrs. Greer of
Arkansas Toun, Mrs. Greer is running for
ning rampant that pressure This
and "Crying Over You." The people of Miss. Ezekiel Bell,
method proved to be very Carlton Goodlett. Lou Gothard, Earl Arkansas, shortly after Police. State
Mayor of Earl Arkansas also working
from the black community was beneficial,
records were made on the Gold President of Memphis Chapter,
Leonard
Harrison,
Mike
Holin that students
Troopers
and
others
attacked
Blacks
in
that
against injustices there,
going to play a major role in were
Wax Label.
SCLC cancelled 125 rooms at
allowed to exert their lomon, Jesse Jackson, Hugh
helping Holloman make a de- energy
Holiday Inns Third Street.
in discussion of the Lane, Chester I. Lewis, John
cision.
which had been reserved for
Lewis Queen Mother Moore,
events.
the Black
Some blacks have been highKen Msemaji, Zayd Muhammad,
Presbyterian
ly critical of Holloman's manChurch Caucus for September
Gerald Robinson, Chuck Stone,
ner of handling racial incidents.
18: 19 and 20.
Imainu Sakumu. fames VerRev. H. Ralph Jackson. di- It also stated that $200 000 tional fund
His off color remarks in supSOUL BROTHER. JAMES
ner and Preston Wilcox.
and half in a capi- complete a n d true account
port of the police force many
BROWN when contacted by
Workshops included Economy rector of the African Methodist which the AME church annual- tal fund for investments wasring" of the department's
finani
Episcopal
Church's Minimum ly contributes to the department
times bordered on the absurb.
OBHIE failed to check in at
Autonomy - Political Liberation
"expended or caused to be ex- cial affairs be conducted.
Now this large university has
Holiday Inns (where he alCreativity, Religious Systems,.Salary Deparment denies for half to be used in an opera-!
,pended" by Rev. Jackson, and Rev. Jackson said
made Holloman a chance to
"T h e ways stops) during his week
Education, History, Law & charges that he has misapprohas "also created a substantial
save face and bow out quietly.
Justice, B I ack Technology. priated church funds.
church has had its regular an- end in Memphis for an ap'deficit
in the operational fund
Six
laymen
Analysis. Social Organizations
of the .AME
Holloman took over the fire
nual audit within the last two pearance at the Coliseum.
Many groups and politicians
t Black Sociology) and Com- church filed a suit recently in
and police department from
In an interview with Tri-State months by an independent na- have assured OBHIE that
federal district court charging
munity Organizations,
Claude Armour. The black
Defender reporter, Rev. Jack- tional auditing firm hired by they will not enter Holidag
Many illustrations Black Rev. Jackson with "unlawfully"
community w e 1 corned this
son stated. "The Department is the General Board of the AME Inns for any reason. A breakspeakers and performers ap- diverting more than $700,000 in
change b e c ause Holloman
aware of the suit filed in Feder- Church.
fast for Probation Volunteers
peared The Honorable Maynard church funds.
brought to the post a wealth
.al Court. The suit will be an "The department'
scheduled for Holiday InnJackson, Vice Mayor of Atlanta The complaint stated
of experience and education as
s
report
tothat
swered and disposed of in due gether with
welcomed the group. Speakers "on one occasion
a member of the Federal Burthe audit was ac- Rivermont which, drew 900
defendant
course by the lawyers."
included Felipe Luciano, NYC Jackson purchased
eau of Investigation. Quickly
cepted by the official body of peoplelast year was switched
a foreclosYoung Lords. John Cashin ure, with
blacks learned that Holloman
"The allegations of the' com- the' AME Church, the General to Sheraton Peabody.
Minimum Salary DeOfficials of the Church oi
Roosevelt Douglass, Dominica, partment
had some preconceived notions
plaint."
he added "are without Board in June of this year. It
funds, the home in
West Indies, Mayor Kenneth which
about law and order as it reany basis in fact and are abso-i appears that this suit arises God in Christ have been asked
he is now living, having
Gibson of Newark, N. Jersey,
lutely untrue."
'out of internal church politics." not to use Holiday Inn_
taken title in his own name as
See Page 14
FRANK HOLLOMAN
OBHIE hopes to digSee Page 14
The
complaint
filed against! The six plaintiffs were not
trustee for the quarters."
REV. R. JACKSON
Rev. Jackson asked that a'Tennesseans.
See Page 14

May Quit

Rev. Jackson Denies Charges
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Rafidolph Snubbed By Nixon

By ETHEL L. PAYNE
jIt was really george Meany's Besides, its the year of the
COPE, the political action arm 'after he had lodged a protest
WASHINGTON — On Feb.. party and he was given more hard
hats and not-so-silent his of the AFL-(10, who has in the with
the White House over his
12, 1963, President John F. Ken- accord than the bartered bride. union
membe'rs have become past spent millions to
elect i snub.
nedy performed the audacious The 76-year old federation chief middle class
in the best tradi- Democratic candidates and who 1-feat of stealing Abraham Lin- barely shifted his ever-present tion with
mortgage payments to used to become apopletic at!
coln right out from under the cigar as he paid gruding tribute
meet and kids to send to college. mere mention of the name.
Republicans. That evening, he'to the man he hadspent millions They support
the Nixon foreign Nixon was there breaking bread
gave the largest reception ever to defeat successfully in 1960, policy in
Indo-China honor the with White House aides,
held at the White House in hon- but failed to do in 1968. He was flag and stomp long-haired
pro- The only blacks on the' dinner
or of the Great Emancipator, no more tricky than his late testers and blacks clamoring
to guest list were Assistant Secre- ,
with more than a thousand Mend. Franklin Delano Roose- get into skilled jobs under ghe
tary of Labor Arthur Fletcher, a
guests, most of them blacks. velt, he assured President Nix- Philadelphia Plan.
thorn in the side of the conThe GOP sulked for years. On on in his after-dinner toast. Half The White House syndrome
struction unions because he
Labor Day 1970, it got its re- the Cabinet turned out to honor has its effect
even on the most pushes the Philadelphia Plan;
venge. President Nixon snatch- him, plus the "Place Guard" scornful of hard-nosed
labor peo- Mr. and Mrs. Walter Davis —
ed the purse miarked "AFL- inside the White House which is pie. The list of
dinner, guests, he is director of education for
CIO" out of the threadbare composed of the President's all approved by
George Mean), the AFL-CIO; Mr. and Mrs.
pocket of the Democratic Party. aides.
reflected the conservative wing Monroe Crable — he is presiHe invited 200 top leaders of the The legions or organized la- of the trade union movement. dent
of the National Assn. of Football fans from all walks of
labor movement and their wives bor already split with the di- It was heavily weighted
with Post Office and General Serv- life are expected to converge
to dinner in the East Room of votce of the Teamsters' union construction and building
trad- ices Maintenance Employees; on Memphis this weekend.
the White House. They were and the United Mine Workers, es presiderds. There was Peter Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Turner. The attraction is the day night
joined later on the lawn by 3, experienced a fresh fission when Brennan, president of the New Detrdit
— he is president of the doubleheader pitting Tennessee
800 labor executives, rank and Walter Reuther pulled the UAW York Building and
Construction Wayne County Central Labor State against Kentucky State in
file union members and their out of the federation three years Trades Council. Last month, he Council and Mr and Mrs. Robthe Little Brown Jug battle at
families for an evening of pag- ago. Meany appears to be un- came to the White House to ert White. W a sh in gton
Mr 2 p.m. in Crump Stadium,
eantry and patriotism that all fazed by it all. He still controls present Mr. Nixon with a hard White was recently
elected pres- and the annual sellout opener NEW PRESIDENT WELCOMED — Dr.
but banged the door on the a fat treasury and behind him hat, shortly after his members ident of the National Alliance
in Memorial Stadium between Odell Horton, newly elected presiaent of
gloomy Democrafics looking are more potential voters than had beat up some anti-war dem- of Postal and Federal EmployOle Miss and Memphis State LeMoyne-Owen College, and his family were
through the window like forlorn any one single organization or onstrators and staged their ees, an independent union
out- under the lights Saturday night. welcomed to the campus two Sundays ago
orphans watching a Chlistmas group in the country can com- own patriotic march down Fifth side the AFL-CIO. White was
These two spectacles have at a reception giVen by the retiring pres.
(east.
mand.
Avenue. Al Barkan..director of invited at the last minute, only
See Page 2
ident. Dr. Hollis F. Price, and Mrs. Price.

ittle
rown
ug

WEAK PRINT

ins ited to the reception were facelts-staf
f
members, trustees and officers of the eellege's alumni association. Dr. Horton
is
shown with his oldest son. Odell .Jr
airs.
Horton is partially hidden. 'Photo by Hooks)

Page 2
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Washington D.C.

Bishops To Review Black Catholics Budget
is located
His eminence John Cardinal Conference of Catholic Bishops is reported to have high priori-l quarters in Washington, D. C., Brother Joseph Davis, S. M., is for Black Catholics
ave.,
Massachusetts
1325
temporary
at
The
director.
regional
acting
Dearden, archbishop of Detroit presided over a meeting of ty on the agenda when theiand to staff four (4)
Office N. W., Suite 518.
and president of the National the administrative council of American heirarchy of the Ro- offices throughout the country. office of the National
National Conference of man Catholic Church meets ha
the
-Catholic Bishops on Monday, the nation's capital in NovemSept. 14, 1970, in Washington, ber, 1970.
D. C.. to review the proposal
The executive committee of
LOUISVILLE. KY.
BLENDED WHISKEY • 86 PROOF • 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS OCALVERT OIST. CO..
and budget request of the na- the National Office for Black
tional office for black Catholics. Catholics is requesting a budThe national office f o r black get of 5650,000.00 to enable

WASHINGTON - Although Dr. Theodore Hesburg,
.hairman of the Civil Rights Commission, got all the
headlines across the country beginning with the New
York Times on the issue of cutting off federal funds
to suburbs that are systematically cutting off black
migration, the matter was first raised during t h e
Baltimore suburb hearing by the panel's single memfi Atlanta, Ga. - Atlanta Uniher of color, Atty. Frankie M. Freeman, national versity has announced the esa Center tor
president of Delta Sigma Theta . . Pat Moynihan, tablishment of
School and Community Servwho started out as the labor department expert on mi- ices within its School of Educanorities under the Democrats and became the liberal- tion. The general purpose of the
and
Ln-residence at the White House. under the Republi- Center is to offer workshops
consultation to Georgia school
cans is back in hot water. (Or did he ever get out?) systems and communities conPat charged that social workers like the Urban cerned wit hthe problems of
proposal in Congress in fear of losing their jobs. education in a complex society. More specifically, the
League and Whitney Young were opposing the welfare Center will focus upon the asYoung, before a congressional committee (following sistance it can give Georgia
Moynihan's teevee appearance) accused the j o 11 y school districts in the development and implementation of
Irishman of "irresponsibility" and an attempt to effective strategies for school
shield the real culprits "people in the administration integration.
who originally proposed it."
The major concerns of the

Atlanta U.
Opens Center

Catholics' proposal and

budget them

to

maintain

their

head-
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Live On In Memories
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Soft Whiskey may be soft,
but it's not meek.
Calvert Extra

Sears

INSIDE STUFF: The reasoning behind the policy
statement on the National Bureau of Standards which
directs the employment of more blacks came from
the spin off from the recent Civil Rights Commission
hearings. There had been a rising crescendo of complaints in the past few years charging that such
moves by federal agencies were designed to avoid
the employment of blacks. This is attributed to the
high rental charges in the suburb, plus the difficulty
in securing public transportation. The matter had been
discussed, but after the Commission moved into the
Baltimore area for its hearings, the agency rushed
its formulating policy into public notice . . . When it,
was revealed that John L. Lewis Jr., the first Negro
nominated to the Carroll County school board in Westminister. Md.. had a minor criminal record, the har-1
rassment he received forced him to resign prior to t911111.011.011111111111111020101118diainikin
his swearing in. The engineering technician was the
first choice of the County federation and Gov. Marvin
Mandel had concurred until the record was revealed.

II

TATTLE TELLING: When bombs exploded at the
foreign office of the Rhodesian government. Mayor •
Walter White showed his concern by visiting the scene
of the blast . . Staff members of the Amsterdam,
News are saying little publicly about that "experimental" newspaper the Times is financing in the inner city. But oh, you talk to them privately . . . Gov.
Albert Brewer of Alabama predicts that the 25.000
white children of his state entering private school to
avoid integration, will return to public schools within
a few years. Brewer said that as soon as the white
parents start leveling off their interest in "privacy"
over and against education, the situation would right
itself. Tranquility has marked this year so far and
generally Southerners are adopting in what ever
way possible without violence.
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Our Best Selling And
Smoothest Riding Tire

Guaranteed 36 Months
Against Wearout!

$6
FREE Allstate

IP1• 111,:.• •

.Tire Mounting ,Tire Rotation
.Tire Inspection .Tire Repair
Guardsman
Tubeless
B lock wall
Tire

111,-/.12.•

Sue

6.50x13
7.35x14
7.75x14
S.25:14
8.65:14

at 1:00 3:00 5:00 7:00 9.00

Adults $1.00

Pius
Kei• Sale
Price rrice Federal
Excise
Plus Plus
F.E.T. F.E.T. Tax
W /Oid W /Old
Tire
Tim
20.95 15.71,1.78
23.96 17.96,2,04
:17
25.96 19.46 3
26.9521.71 33
31.9512&96 i2.53

SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE
Suteaaon Guernnitted OT
Your Money Beek

Flue
Price Prins Federal
Plus Plus lExelie
F.E.T,F.IM Tax
W/OldVill
Ttre
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23.95 17.96, 1.711
6.50:13
26.95 20,21 2-1517
7.35x14
21.95 21.71 2.47
7.75:14
31.95 23.96 2,33
111,26x14
34.95 26.21 2.53
11.511.14
1.416 11.156a15 36.95-27.71 2.53

Guardsman
Tubeless
Whitewall
Tire
Size
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Tread Life Guarantee

Charge
It
On Sears
Revolving
Charge!

workmanship

For Hew Long: For the life
a the original tread
What Sean Will Do: In az
chantte for the tire, replant it
charging only far the props,

thin of current walling prno
plus Federal Riche Tax that
monorail tread rad Repair
rail punctures at no chart*

oo Si000 S o

Tread Wear-Out
Guarantee
°narration Againeti Treed
WNW -OU t
For Row Leaf: The outdrew
of mouths ationfied
What doors Will Dot is *arrange for alo the, replace it
rhargioithe
curreot adieu
_
Federal Swine Tan
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Moithily Granteriee Airtereese
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Tfres end Butteries Also Available At These Sears Stores

Seers Automotive Centers Open 8 .t0 a m.

. PRAYSER
,WEST MEMPHIS
. MILLINGTON
. COLLIERVILLE

1_5ears

THIRD IT.
CROSSTOWN
WHITEHAVEN
POPLAR
Southland Mall 4570 Poplar
495 N. Crosstown *068. Third
was% 1011111W11 too as 1900
774-3790
576-0411
396-6151
682-1511
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Gneissteed Against: All two
failures front normal road hater& or defects in material or

Organiza- that separates the board room
thlt audience.
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ALLSTATE Passenger Tire Guarantee
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Built with four full plies of rayon cord to give
maximum riding comfort. Patented contour
safety *shoulders mean easier steering and safer,
surer cornering. Interlocking tread design gives
sure-footed traction.

Wheels
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GUARDSMAN
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TWO DETECTIVES
LONLY A MOTHER
COULD LOVE1
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HELD OVER
3RD BIG WEEK!!!
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TIRE SALE

burb integration out in his homestate of Michigan
recently. He is standing firm on his philosophy that
one shouldn't push too fast on forcing suburb integration, but attempting to explain away his rationale for
it. HUD Assistant Secretary Sam Jackson, meanwhile,
has stepped up his own militant stance

- A Mexican-Americans and police.
HOUSTON - ( UPI
meeting of the Hduston School
The scuffle came after a
Board ended id c ha os a nd vote by the board passing a
smashed furniture M on d a y motion that the board would
night as a group of Mexican- seek a review by the 5th CirAmericans stormed the panel cuit Court of Appeals on its
demanding to be heard in their desegregation order pairing 28
protest against a court-order- elementary schools.
ed desegregation plan
The board then voted to end
Several persons were arrestbegan to actied following the confrontation the meeting and
sliding wall
-story
2
the
vate
Mexlbetween members of the

Pr

Ce
an
po.
CO

lent meaning to the Beale Street blues line that "business
never closes till somebody gets killed.- And . . he had also
given confirmation to the allegation that later pictured Memphis as "the murder capital of the world." Beale Street, helplessly became the focal point for such carrying on. Latura's
exploit was duplicated in varying fashion for some years on
bu without the cold-blooded wantoness of
Beale Street . .
Center will focus upon proh- the Latura approach.
RIGHT ON: District brothers and sisters ar0.erns such as educational reAnother riot almost occurred on Beale Street around the
breathing a sigh of relief that their candidate, 19- mediation, raising the aspira- turn of the present century. Great tension was created when
tional levels of students, school Hammitt Ashford. a little, round-faced yellow Beale Street
year-old Stephanie Clark. won out in the Miss Black dropouts, interracial relation- saloon-keeper.
horse-whipped a white woman, a reputed girl
America contest in New York. Stephanie became the ships on the part of both faculty friend of "Wild Bill" Latura. Latura went down on Beale and
and students, the upgrachng of shot up Ashford's saloon, but nobody was reported killed. AshD. C. representative following a ludicrous mixup
academic a n d instructional ford soon got in other trouble with the alleged slaying of a
the local finals and a three-day delay in settling on capabilities of teachers, corn- black underworld character. One Fatty Grimes, a gambler.
the winner. Stephanie has been given all the usual munity pressures and school- Ashford was arrested and held for trial, but he won release
thanks to the legal keaness of two black Beale Street lawkudos including television appearance et al. An hour community relations.
yers, Atty. B. F. Booth, who is claimed as a great-uncle by
and half video tape of the pageant is being shown The primary services offered today's
young black Memphis militant Lance "Sweet Willie
lay the Center will include workaround the country as a delayed replay . . . Contrary shops, short courses, consults- Wine" Watson, and J. T. Settle, who later became assistant
to reports published elsewhere there is no mad tion and evaluation. All work- attorney-general of the State of Tennessee. Both Booth and
threat was not carried out.
scramble for the minorities post vacated by John shops and short courses are the Once,
in the 1920's there was a lynching in Memphis. A
non-credit and may be impleDean at the Democratic National Committee. This mented through regular in- black man was accused of raping a white woman. The city
time, the Committee is going to have to seek the service educational programs experienced almost a major turn-out as many white men,
offered by school systems. women, and children, repaired to the vicinity of what is now
man. It is broke and the word is out on the anti_offered
Workshops may be conducted Raleigh to lynch the hapless black. They committed their deed
brother shift in policy ...Members of the Black either
on or off campus. Consul- and announced that his remains would be dragged down Beale
Panther movement in the Washington area are hard tation includes advisory serv- Street. Some accounts say they did. Most accounts say word
Street was armed and waiting and that
put for direction. With a base of young people, there ices as wel las lectures, demon- got around that Beale
and conference pre- the threa was no carried out.
strations
is an inner party struggle for power.
But these are only a surface treatment of the many cosentations. The Center staff
prepared to do research lorful happenings on Beale Street. Others will be told during
also
SIDE ISSUES: When Spiro went calling on LB.J'is
in evaluative the course of this series. All add up to the Beale Street
"UP's and down's" which add to the aura of the historical
to brief him about his trip to Southeast Asia prior t° P
arnodcedtoureesngage
the former president's trip to dine with Mr. Nixon Dr. Thom. as D. Jarrett, pres- thorofare, now being "renewed" along 1970 lines . . . b u t
which still make meaningful that blues tune entitled "Make ,
in California. there were no photographs permitted. ident, Atlanta University, in Me A Pallet on the Floor," cause "A Good Man Is Hard To
the establishment
en
o
ainntohu
Who's idea was it, and why? . . . Roy Innis, appearC
cin
engter, said that "Atlant
ing on the Today Show prior to Mobile. Ala., for the University is uniquely qualified
CORE convention, tried vainly to separate his "sep- to participate in the solution of
these problems because of its
aratism" theory from that of the southern segrega- long history of leadership in
tionists. Bearded Roy kept insisting that his views the improvement of race rewere different, but the fact kept running around in lations and in the education of
disadvantaged
geid
po pu 1 ations.
everyone's mind about his visiting with Gov. Maddox
its history Atlanta
some months ago . . . Secretary Romney is trying University has distinguished for
hard to cleanse his image of his "retreat" from su- either its student body or its
staff."

Mexicans Smash'
School Bd. Meeting

lib
en
sti
br
ve

3746 N. Watkins
304 eroseway . .

7995 Hiway Si N. .
608 'Sway 37 W.

357-0361
735-3740
. 172-01111
S53-26113
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Librarian
Is Named
At Central

Tenn. State Band To
Play At Memphis Game

WILBERFORCE, Ohio — A
librarian with extensive experience in Illinois educational institutions has been named librarian at Central State University.
tie is George L. Gardiner,it
pre-doctoral student with a
Certificate in Advanced Study
and student of information deposit and retrieval through
computer • programming.
Gardiner replaced Mrs. Wanda Crenshaw who resigned and
became reference room librarian at Case Western Reserve
University in Cleveland.
A native of Cambridge, Mass.
Gardiner was educated at Fisk
University in Nashville where
he received the B. A. degree.
He received the Master of Arts
degree and the Certificate in
Advanced Study at the University of Chicago.
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Students and Teat-hers remained calm following the shooting incident in which 3 students were shot. 0bservers commended

teachers, students and police for handling a
potential explosive situation well.

NASHVILLE — The Aristo- T Travel Services 1156 south
crat of Bands," internationally Bellvue at Mclemore. Advance
known Tennessee State Unitickets 63.00. General admission
versity Marching Band, will
add its brilliant play and danc- at gate $3.50 College Students
ing majorettes to the Tenn- with I.D. Cards 2.00 (College
essee State vs. Kentucky State Students at B & T Travel Serfootball game in Memphis, vices Only.)
Saturday,
Tennessee
State, High School, Junior High and,
Rev. W.A. Suggs, president of students tickets are 1.00 each.
the chapter. Sept. 19, sponsored
You can't afford to miss this
by the Memphis and Shelby great team. TSU is bringing the County Alumni Association of nationally 107 piece marching'
Saturday, Sept. 19, sponsored band to perform for pregame
Tennessee State. Rev. W. A. and half time activities meet m
Suggs, president of the chapter. at Crump Stadium, Sept. 19.
Forty-six of the 140 marching
band members and one of the
dancing majorettes come from
the City of Memphis. One each
from Barrett, Marshall Shanks,
and Woodstock High Schools;
three each from George Washington Carver, Mitchell Road,1
and Southside High; three each'
from Lester and Melrose; and eight each from Booker T.
Washington, Douglass, Hamilton, and Manassas High.

The "Tennessee State Uni-'
versity Marching 100," as thel
band is often called, will be appearing in Memphis fresh from
the Los Angeles Coliseum where,
it performed and the "Big!
Blues" from Nashville played)
in the Second Annual Freedom
Classic, When Tennessee State)
WASHINGTON, D.C. — ThelEnglish and should have indicat- beat Alcorn College 24-14.
Washington Journalism Centered an interest in journalism by
Frank T. Greer, Director of
' will award 8 fellowships to-working on school or community University Bands at Tennessee
JACKSON. Miss. — A series court house in three Mississippi ,young Negroes interested in'newspapers or in discussions
State, is sure to have a spark-1
Coahoma County .C"
of NAACP-sponsored meetings, —
-rt journalism for its Spring, 1971 with their curriculum advisers. ling show in store for Memphis,
Washington
555j00
Clarksdale:
House.
was
on school desegregation
it was announced to- The purpose of the Center's alumni, students, former stuattended by a total of more County Court House, Green- day.
program is to help journalistic dents, and fans. Assisted by
than 800 persons in four dif- ville: and Harrison County Each fellowship will include
prospective journalists de- Daniel E. Owens the chief ar.and
JackBiloxi.
The
Court
House,
Mississippi.
ferent localities in
a $2,500 stipend to cover living velop a better understanding ranger and brass instructor;
was held in a expenses while the Fellow is in
The series, conducted by the son 'meting.
of public affairs. In Washing- Marcus M. Rowland, arranger
NAACP, community center. The Delta Washington for the 15-week ton the Fellows will meet in and drill and upper woodS t a to
Mississippi
sponsored
the
Ministry
c
u-according to Julius Duscha, Di- daily seminars with Members winds instructor; and Mrs.'
Aaron Henry, president, and the
association's education depart- Greenville meeting which was,rector of the Center.
Carrie Gentry of the Health
to capacity. with The Spring session begins of Congress, top officials of the
ment, Miss June Shagaloff, crowded
and Physical Education faand
memgovernment
Federal
only.
February 8, 1971 and ends May hers of the Washington press culty. choreographer, Greer
director, was in compliance standing room
with recommendations of the Henry resided at each of the 20, 1971. The deadline for sub- corps as they study the govern. sees this as a good year for the
NAACP 61st annual conven- four meetings with Rufus Huff- infssion of applications for the merit and its relationship to the band.
tion to monitor the opening of man of the NAACP educationlfellowships is November 15, media.
Tennessee State was the first
field staff serving as co-ordina-1970. The winners will be anschools in September.
For the first time the county tor.
nounced in December.
Information about the Cen- Black band to appear in an inCandidates for the fellow- ter's fellowship programs may augural parade when in 1961 it
ships should have majored in be obtained by writing to: The participated in the John F. KenCen- nedy inaugural parade. Since
such areas of college study as Washington Journalism
political science,)history, econo- ter, 2401 Virginia
Avenue, 1955 it has played pre-game
mics, sociology, education or NW., Washington, D.C. 20037. and half-time shows for six
professional football games,)
nationally televised, and has
already been scheduled to play
in Cincinnati on Nov. 15. 1970,
for the Cincinnati Bengals vs.
:Cleveland Browns game in
Ithe new Bengals Waterfront
Stadium. This will be televised.

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns i
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS
CUSTOM

BHS
INC.

248 Vence Ave.

3A 7-9320

Memphis, Tennessee
What Yee Ask far Anal
Company
Makes
YOUR
Cseatas What You Think

or

Negroes Sought For
Journalism Fellowships

Black Miss. Maps
Plans For School

Rev. Jackson
Hits Militants

GRADUATES — These three stenographers
were anione twenty employees of Humble Oil 81 Refining
Co. in II.:uston who recently completed the company's 14week (-curse in advanced secretarial practices. Graduates
celebrated with a party complete with corsages. ref r e s hments, and presentation of certificates. Humble sponsors
frequent training programs to help employees develop their
potential for future advancement. Pictured are C. F. Harrison of tumble's Employee Relations Department a n d
graduates Joy Vallet, Patricia Sherrard, and Jeannette Elridge.

Get your tickets now, they are
on sale at the following places:
all high Schools in Memphis
r aid Shelby County, all Harlem
houses in Memphis, Goldsmiths
NEW ORLEANS — The reli- to cope with "group crime Central ticket office, and B &.
gious leader of 6.3 million as opposed to individual cr!-suggests minals." He said "destrucAmeritan
B 1 acks
militants "w hose rhetoric tionists" had no place in Ameriwould turn our society into a!can society.
them
jungle of wild beasts'' be wall- 1"If necessary, allow
ed off from the rest of society. to run their affairs in a walled
•'I believe in dissent," Dr. city or separate community."
Joseph It Jackson of Chicago Jackson said. "Our societN
said. -But 1 do not believe in should be protected from their
malicious actions, which are
F destruction.Jackson, president of the Na- forms of insanity . insanity
tional
B a p tist Convention, caused by mob rule and drugs."
U S A" Inc., made the state- The Baptist leader also said
ment before 20.000 delegates the Federal government must
The Tennesse State Universi- 1
to the sect's 90th annual meet- not force racial integration on ty high stepping majorettes
a percentage basis in public along with the TSU 170 m a ning.
Jackson, re-elected president, schools. He said children should unit marching band are cornof the group, said the nation's be classified according to in- ing to Memphis for the Tennespenal code should be revised telligence and e ducational see State-Kentucky State footin light of increasing militance achievement — not race.
ball game on Sept. 19 at 2:001
p.m. at Crump Stadium.

ennessee State's
Marching Band
To Perform

The seven time nationally
televised marching band.
'known as "The Aristocrat of
Bands" is -under the direction
of Bandmaster Frank T.
Greer. Shying away from any
Interviewing will begin next: The sun,ey is funded by the it has carried out numerous clinicians, parents, religious :
,praise that might come to him,
week on the first large-scale ,National Institute of M en t a 1 surveys of public health, educe-leaders, and many others who
, Greer is quick to say. "While
survey of people's attitudes Health and is being conducted ttion, welfare, political and so-)urgently need a reliable guide
'I am exceedingly proud of the
toward sexual behavior. Resi- by the National Opinion Re- cial behavior on behalf of bothlto public opinion on these matband, I want the credit for the
dents of M e in ph i s will ne search Center. NORC is a non- governmental and non-commer-1 ters.
,performance
to go to the enamong those included in the to- profit -oc01 research agency , cial private agencies.
Information will be collected tire organization and the TSU
tal national sample of approxi- affiliated with the University,' The present survey attempts by means of personal confidenMusic Department. Certainly
of Chic.,:o. Established in 1941,
mately 3,000 respondent,.
collect for the first t i m e tial interviews with scientifi- it reflects the spirit and hard
from a representative cross-sec- cally selected adults. Individu- work that the University and
tion of the adult public t h e i r al responses are never reveal- the band members continualattitudes and beliefs concerning ed. The data are processed by ly put into this project."
sex laws and sexual behavior. computer and will be presentThe resulting data will be use-jed and interpreted in the form Some 23 Memphians a r e
members of the TSU band.
ful to civic leaders, educators, of statistical tables

we are
proud to
announce
our participation\
in the
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RESEARCH PROVEN SUCCESSFUL

FCC Praised For WLBT-TV Jackson Action

flair

Recently WLBT-TV of Jack- case, has many implications for license is made. Communica- ters,st that set off the six -year
son, Miss., had its license re.
regulatory agencies charged lions Improvement stated in its legal struggle.
.
'liked because of the station's with-protecting the public in- application that it is not seeking
The FCC, in its first decision,
For more than twenty two hair that has been over pro- to several inches in a fairly 'Tolanol' regulates and coninability to render services to terest When a monopoly fails the permanent license formerly
ruled that although the station years tests have been conduct- cessed by bleaching, 'coloring, short time. Nature normally trols.
the black population of Jackson to provide a satisfactory serv- held by Lamar Life Insurance
had committed discriminatory ed to help in the development permanents
improper
tre9le supplies all the necessary parts 'Tolanol' also supplies the
Miss. Due to these past actions ice to the public and a non- Co.
acts against the black population
of the right conbination of talent or overexposure to un- to -Supply the nourishment need- essential ingredients to make
of WLEIT-TV, it was decided by profit group dedicated to the Half the profits of the interim •
ln its programming the Office chemicals in the exact amounts favorable weather condictions ed to keep the hair healthy and
the FCC to assign the license, public welfare Is willing to un- license will be used for trainthe necessary constituents to
of Communication had no legal
beautiful. In many instances, form a strong molecular struchair can be reconstituted.
stimulate
in order to
tor an undisclosed amount of dertake the responsibility, there ing blacks in communication
standing before the commission growth. Until now this has
time, to Communications Im- is every reason to accept the skills and the other half for eduthere a gland may produce too little ture. To revitalize and normabecause it was pursuing no pe- never been successfully accom- Rarely is the case when
essen- lize the behavior of the hair
provement Inc., a non-profit or- oon-profit group," Dr. Parker catimal television in Missis- cuniary interest.
is an oversupply of hormones or too much of a certain
plished. Never before have so to produce too much hair. How- tial constituent. The hair shaft pattern is the key to a beautiganization. Reverelad Dr. Eve- said.
sippi.
rett C. Parker, director of the "We trust that the FCC will The National division of the The FCC, ordered by the court many people received such posi- ever, it is not a rarity to find Itself is sorrounded by seba- ful head of hair.
lubricate each
Office of Communication of the choose the new permanent li- Board of Missions of the United ,to hold a hearing, ruled in favor tive results SQ very quickly.
moony cases of not enough hair. ceous glands to
With the' development of Le
United Church of Christ declar- Cehsee promptly but only after Methodist Church has pledged lof the station. but Justice Bur- Cosmetic chemists long ago It has been a long challenge strand of hair to give it lustrous Conte' Hormones Grow Hair
conhormones
that
is
discovered
hair
as
the
day
13st
Circuit judge
ed the decision of the FCC as,a rigorous he3ring " he conclud- $300,000 to guarantee the operat- ger, his
to find a solution for those who beauty. Too little
containing
growth of hair in the would like to nave thicker, dry, brittle, feels rough and Back Treatment,
being "another landmark in al ed.
Mg capital of Communications finding that the FCC still declin- trol the
hair can
of
head
any
'Tolanol',
ed to act against WLBT revok- body. Hormones are secreted longer, more beautiful hair. We breaks easily. Too much, the
six-year struggle that has esbeautiful.
be
FCC • Improvement.
the
decision
by
The
which
glands
pituitary
the
sticky
ed the license by court order. by
tablished many new dimensions
are fully aware that "living hair becomes greasy,
tOl The Office of Communication
are located at the base of the hair" reflects 311 the physical collects dust, which mars the Presently only the Le Conte'
in the rights of the public in the granted a temporary license
it
made
precedent
possible
The
Christ
of
Church
of
Jackson,
United
the
operate WLBT-TV, in
brain. This is only one of the
'natural sheen. The over dry- ,Products contain the wonderful
mass media."
Miss., to Communications 1m-4id not seek either the !sermon- for civic organizations and pri- important elements of growth and emotional manifestations
ness — the over oiliness are l'Tolanol' which is available at
"We salute the Federal Com- provement, Inc., a non-profit ent or temporary license. It was vate citizens to have a legal control. Amino-acids, vitamins. of the human.
in your
of the .main disadvantages !beauty Supply Stores
two
hair
munications Commission for for group composed of black and this disinterest in any financial voice in determining the services and proteins all interact with It is common knowledge
area.
discovered
newly
which the
this courageous act. This de-1 whfte citizens, until a final de-profit and the concentrattion on they receive from radio and hormones in hair cell produc- grows from a few -centimeters
cision, like others in this long cision awarding the permanentisimply serving the public in- television stations.
tivity.
The addition of 'Tolanol', a
constituent
controlling
pew
manufactured by Le Conte'
Cosmetics, lubricated that hair
shaft and regulated the activity of ingredients. The stimulation, lubrication and beautification are all scientifically
controlled by the effective
'Tolanol' emulsifier.
In addition to its reconstituting properties Le Conte' Hormones Hair Treatment is suitable for all types of hair Naturally straight, naturally curly,

WBC Takes
Laguna Title

in a small
southern town
when a brother's
wife puts the
game on him
by making it
with The
Man!

MANILA (UPI) — The World
Boxing Council (WBC) announced that Ismael Laguna
of Panama has been stripped
of his world lightweight title
because of his refusal to honor
a fight contract.
Top contenders Pedro Carrasco of Spain and Mando
Ramos, the American from
whom Laguna won the title,
matched for the
will be
vacancy, WBC president Justinian° N. Montano, Jr., said in
a telephone call to WBC headquarters from Las Vegas, Nev.
Laguna. a WBC statement
said. had persistently refused
to honor a signed contract with
the Olympic boxing club which
obtained an option on Laguna's
first defense when the Panamanian
c h allenged
Mando
Ramos early this year.
Laguna initially refused to
honor his contract on the
ground it would violate the "no
return bout" rule, the WBC
said. But the council said this
was settled during the council
convention in Spain last May
which ruled Laguna's challenger would be winner.
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I was Youth Dap Reports and
'Discussions were heard during
the day. At the evening session,,
the Annual Oratorical Contest!
was held. On Sunday, August
23rd, taking part in the morning worship services were Rev.
(Continued from last week's, phis-Tennessee Annual Confer- W. E. Stone. Presiding Elder
issue)
ence convened in Nashville, of the South Memphis District,
Rev. R. G. Elam, Presiding
T h e Tennessee Christian Tenn., at St. Luke C. M. E. Elder of the Nashville Dsitrict,
Church
with
Rev.
John L. Glenn
Methodist Laymen twelfth AnRev. T. M. Davis, Presiding
N.C. — Greet- forum and some special adult He said the school's curriculte:1u' Expansion Fund Banquet as host pastor. On Wednesday, Elder of the Jackson-Oakland edGREENSBORO,
warmly by a host of Black seminars.
the
Annual
Conference
opened
•
um is one of nation building.
other out of town guests were
District and Rev. De Witt Al- community leaders Malcolm X But, he explained, the main "We cannot build a nation for
Dr & Mrs. Herman Stone, Jr. with Holy Communion service
corn, Presiding Elder of theiLiberation University (MXLU) operation will be here in Greens- ourselvea in the U.S." Fuller
(President of Lane College), at 10:00 A. M. Bishop B. Julian North Jackson District. Bishopj
Presiding.
The
ComSmith,
expanded its operations last boro.
pointed out. Rather, he said,
Mrs. S. H. Bronaugh of Jack"B. Julian Smith gave the Con4
Durham to Greens- Aside from inadequate facili- MXLU would seek to develop
son. Tenn.. Mr. G. L. Jones, munion Sermon was preached ference closing Sermon. While
ties, Fuller said that the Black persons with skills to be used
boro N.C.
.
Mr. Charles Ruth of Little by the Rev. Elmer Martin, the Annual Conference Officers wetk
Rock, Ark., Mr. & Mrs. E. C. Pastor of St. Andre‘s A. M. E. were commissioned by him, thet Howard Fuller, Mwalimu of community of Greensboro of-- wherever African people' are
--1XL
MU made the announcement fered great potential support be- actively engaged in moulding
Jones of South Arkansas Con- Church, Memphis. On Thursday
congregation sang "Go Preacht
ra. a_ press conference here on cause of its high degree of politheir,own destiny.
ference, Rev. W. S. Jones of Afternoon with Mrs. Georgia My Gospel" a favorite song
oflFrittay. Aug. At
tical awareness and ability to He clarified however, that this
Fline Bluff, Ark., Rev. H. A. K. Wisdom, now president, pre- the Bishop.
The reading of
unify mobilize and act.
Shed, Presiding Elder of North siding. a Missionary Workshop Ministerial
did not preclude activity in this
Assignments
by Originally founded on Oct. 25.
Arkansas
Conference,
Mrs. and Clinic centered on Welfare Bishop Smith marked the close 1969 the sehool began its inde- Giving evidence to Fuller's country where the task was not
Food Stamps),
Gladys Norr is, Nashville,(ADC and
statement, close to a dozen comCrime, Drug and Alcohol Abuse,of the 13th Session of the Jack- pendent Black educational op- munity leaders and prominent so much nation building but
Tenn.
wareconverted
a
erational
in
rather counteracting genocide
son-Memphis
Annual
-Tennessee
and Mental Health was enjoyed
Seated
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Where Fresh Things
Are Happening!
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Sticks
Hamburger
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ALL BEEF
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KING SI/E

Tide
LAUNDRY DETERGENT

Electric baseboard

Electric ceiling cable

This is one of the easiest'to install and most popular of all
electric heating systems. Slim-lined and inconspicuous, baseboard units go neatly under windows where heat is needed
most. You get a blanket of gently rising warm air that does
away with cold, drafty floors. Like to rearrange furniture?
Baseboard heatgives you complete freedom. Chairs or chests
can even go in front of units without affecting operating
efficiency. Individual thermostats allow rooms to be kept at.
varying temperatures.

Heat radiates downward from electric wires imbedded in the
ceiling. This warms floors and walls, which in turn.warm the
air. It's like basking in the sun. Entire system is completely
hidden, completely silent, controlled by individual rhom thermostats. Again, there's nothing to keep you from placing
furniture wherever you like, because the heating system is in
the ceiling. Electric safety codes specify in detail how to install *ling cable. Since there are no moving parts, you enjoy
years of,trouble-free service.
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For expert help on selecting the best heating system
for your remodeling plans,call on an MLGW heating specialist.
Phone 625-2552,Extension 354.
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Although for the first time some small towns got
a taste of terror and too many blacks engaged in
tragic shootouts with too many cops, the early prophecies of major riots and racial warfare in our
big city streets in this summer of 1970 have failed,

Serving 1,900,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area

It Couldn't Happen, But It Did

thus far at least, to come true.
The rhetoric is still revolutionary
but I think it is accurate to state that
rioting has not kept pace with the rapping.
This rapping reached a climax over
the Labor Day Weekend as hordes of
big and little black leaders flocked to
three national conferences which seemed
somewhat, idealogically at least in conflict.
The Panthers, with Huey Newton at
the helm, met in Philadelphia, CORE,
with Roy Innis holding sway, met in Mobile, Alabama,
and a new assembly of leaders, the International Congress of African People, held forth in Atlanta.

It is a topsy-turvy, unbelievable world we live
in.
There is unrest and violence in our afQ.uent suburbs where so many white middle-class citizens
have fled in search of calm and serenity; there is
ready acceptance ofi racial integration 'in certain
southern cities where it was not supposed to happen—
ever: and there is conflict over racial desegregation
in Michigan of the good old north where racial integration presumably is a matter of course.
Detroit's N. Woodward Ave. suburbs have not
yet recovered from the shock of the teenage uprising which resulted in violence and damage not
unlike that which has occurred in the case of many
of the nation's largest cities.
The feeling that "it could not happen here" was
highly evident in the reaction of astonished citizens
who saw and heard the violence — and whose sons
were caught up in it.
But it did happen in the sacrosanct communities
of Royal Oak, Berkley and Birmingham — aided
and abetted by youth from numerous other N. Woodward Ave. communities.
The major difference between the disturbances
and in the inner cities is that suburban
suburbia
in
white youth were called wild and headstrong, while
their black inner city counterparts usually are referred to as rioters.
Another totally unexpected, though unrelated,
event was the peaceful — even "enthusiastic" —
Integration of the public schools in the Aiken, S. C.,
hometown of staunch segregationist, Sen. Strom Thurmond. It has been reported that whites showed up
enmasse at formerly all-black schools on oepning day
in that one-time stronghold of southern style racial
segregation.
The happenings in Aiken, S. C., are the more
significant because of Sen. Thurmond's well-known
interest in the schools of that city. On occasion he
personally visits them, and offers an annual J. Strom
Thurmond citizenship award at the Aiken High school
from which his wife is a graduate.
By contrast, the school system of the great liberal
northern city of Detroit is being sued to enforce
integration. It is ironical that a majority of the
Detroit Board of Education acted to enforce the Constitution and the law of the land by enacting a plan
to bring about a larger measure of desegregation in
the city's high schools — and for that devotion to
law and justice they were ousted from office.
Now the Detroit school board is facing a suit
to compel the schools' desegregation action which
should have happened as a matter of course, a n d
which is now happening in ttiost unexpected places
in South Carolina, Texas. Mississippi and elsewhere.
The outcome of the suit is still in doubt but it
seems unlikely that the decision could be anything
other than an order to desegregate northern schools
as has been mandated in the south.
The successful school integration in Aiken, S.C.,
the home of one of integration's fiercest foes, has
been credited to local leadership wich sparked school
fix-up efforts and "open houses" which attracted thousands of people to discuss the issue. It is significant
also that school integration received favoralale coverage in the city's newspapers.
One wonders what is wrong with Detroit's leadership that would cause a vacuum requiring special
court action to force compliance With recognized law
of the land. One wonders also what is wrong with
the leadership of local news media that have discussed the issues in such a manner as to encourage
and support defiance of the law.
And finally, one wonders what goes on in Warren, Mich., the widely publicized Detroit suburb which
is rapidly becoming the symbol of northern-style
resistance to racial integration in housing — and
thus in schools.
Housing and Urban Development Secretary
George Romney recently told a Senate Select Committee on Equal Opportunity that "Warren has an
•
obvious policy of discrimination in housing."
If this is so — and we don't doubt it — that
city and others in a similar position should receive
no aid and corrifort from the federal goverilment that
would support a segregationist posture.
The problem of racial segregation in schools
never will be resolved peaceably until the question of
housing discrimination is settled_ Exclusion of Negroes from the predominantly residential suburban
areas effectively hampers school integration, and
throws northern cities such as Detroit behind more
residentially integrated southern cities.
It is indeed an upside-down world. And who can
blame teenagers for rebelling against it? They don't
make sense at times, but then their elders don't do
much better.
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MY VIEW
FOR WHAT PURPOSE?
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
I have just finished reading "T h e
King God Did Not Save." After reading
it, I am puzzled to know the purpose
for which the author, John Williams,
writes. The article on the book in Time
magazine calls the book -Posthumous
Pillory." Webster defines pillory as follows: 1) "a device for publicly punishing offenders consisting of a wood en
frame with holes in which the head and
hands can be locked: 21 a
means for exposing to public scorn or ridicule." After reading the book, t h e
title of the Time article is
fairly appropriate. I really
do not know the purpose
for which the bo o k was
written.
The author is not an
admirer of Martin Luther
King, Jr. He detests the:.
philosophy of militant non-i•
violence as expounded by King.
As others who criticizes that philosophy,
he sets forth no alternative that is clearly better, clearly more constructive,
clearly more beneficial for black people.
Williams dwells more heavily on
what he considers to be King's weak
points than he does on his strong points.
He believes that the dream of which
Martin spoke in Washington in 1963 is
dead. He writes much about King's vanity, a side of King I never saw. He assails the King family. Most of the people who were interviewed by the author
cisms of King. Did Mr. Williams specially seek out these people to interview
were people whose remarks were critirather than those who saw the other
side of Martin? Or did he definitely
ask questions that would give him the
answers he wanted? If the latter is so,

he was out to downgrade the man.
Although the book on the whole is
not complementary of King, he does admit that Martin King Jr. "gave initial
impetus to many individuals and groups
that still attack the structure of this society. The King non-violent example in
Montgomery led to the peaceful sit-ins
and the formation of SNCC. SNCC began the voter registration drive with
such earnestness that they resulted, finally, in the election of local and state
representatives in numbers nearing
those of black officials during Reconstruction." Nor can it be denied that
Birmiingham and Selma made their
contributions to the Public Accommodation Act of 1964 and the Voting Act of
1965. Out of the King involvement came
Jesse Jackson.
— What is most disturbing a n d depressing about the book is the invasion
of Dr. King's private life dealing in matters that can hardly be proved, giving
credibility to J. Edgar Hoover's determined effort to discredit King. I do not
believe that any man in the public eye
as much as King was would have taken
the chances he is accused of having
taken. The book reveals that even after
tapping King's phone a n d finding
nothing subversive, the FBI with Robert Kennedy participating continued to
try to smear Dr. King.
Martin Luther had become too powerful and a part of the establishment
was determined to destroy him. So,
whether a black panther who makes no
secret of their violent nature or a Martin Luther King, if he is black, much
of the white world is out to destroy his
usefulness. But why should John W iihams aid and abet them in their character assassination of a truly great man
by giving world-wide publicity to their
evil designs?

A Point Of View
LET'S LOOK

jects. The contend that govern- nursing schools for inforThe war on poverty coin- ment-supported programs to
mation in pertaining enmittee . . generally known as help the poor smack of what trance requirements. Nathe WOPC in Memphis . . . is they call the welfare state . . . turally the schools specione of the v er y important programs that tend to encour- fied a weight stipulation.
agencies developed out of the age idleness and a refusal to
You see, I -am overnational effort to reduce, elim- accept work when it is availweight, and I am quite sure
inate or control poverty in able for self support.
this city. The WOPC in Mem- Whether the point of view that there are countless
phis, has its counterparts in described is right or wrong, other women who would
like to enter this profession,
cities all over the nation.
. many
some americans
hut have experienced the
In Memphis the work of the right here in Memphis . . . same problem of being overWOPC has been comparably just do not go along with pro- weight.
effective, when the problems grams such as those sponsored
I believe that people init has bad to tackle are consid- by the war on poverty comered. It has done well in the mittee. The result has been terested in the nursing profact that it has involved what constant bickering and sniping fession, w h e ther overu nderweight
is approximately a cross-sec- from some segments of the weight o r
tion of local citizens. It has population at the WOPC. Fault- should be given an opportunity to prove that we can
done well in that it has finding seems a general past- follow the same instrucweathered strong initial criti- time in some circles when any tions and carry the same
cism. There are quite a few suggestion is made for .allevi- responsibilities
as those
Americans who are firmly con- ating the situation and condi- persons that
meet the
vinced that any and all wel- tion of the less advantaged.
weight requirements.
fare programs . . any and all But from this point of view,
I believe this to be a form
programs which call for an it seems that the WOPC prooutlay of federal state or gram makes sense and is of discrimination, but ji
believe if given an opporlocal money to help the disad- still a necessary approach to
tunity
to enter the proof
as
problems
poverty
the
vantaged
wrong. These
is
gram, weight requirements
people hold to the old tradi- they exist in our society. And
would be met within a spetional ideas of rugged individ- it seems high time for all segcified period of time.
popuMemphis
the
of
ments
ualism and_self help. The y
are not in favor of using the lation to become concerned
This might help the nurs. and seek to ing shortage if we heavies
taxpayers' money to under- about WOPC .
write or fund programs to help understand and .save
were given the opportunity.
poor people sustain themselves
These are my personal
or rise above their existing
views. and I hope that I
situation. They call welfare
will not be misquoted.
For the past three years.
programs "give-away." pro- I have contacted various
RITA L. DOUGLAS

Over Weight Gripe

From press dispatches and the personal reports
filtering in, apparently very few ideas were advanced
that seem dynamic enough to move the masses
of blacks in new directions. New emphasis was given
some concepts that may seem new to those who were
born yesterday but most of them are old hat.
Nevertheless, these conferences did provide
fresh evidence that our leaders today are more concerned, more serious, and have a greater commitment to right the wrongs of society than any generation that preceeded them. Black students, middleclass ileaders, the militant activists and representatives of all segments of black society were involved
in these conferences.

te
of

There is a growing unity of concern and commitment despite the fact that some of these groups may
seem to be in conflict over goals and strategy.
Secondly, the fiery black romantics who insist
on the instant revolution, who once provided the television networks with high drama and higher audience
ratings, are apparently becoming less sure of themselves, or less attractive or both.
It is risky to read too much into the comparatively cool summer of 1970 and these Labor Day conferences. Nevertheless, there are some grounds for
speculating that blacks who are seeking leadership
roles today are beginning to rely more on the force
of reason than the pull of their emotions. We may
be witnessing a lull before the storm.
If the summer of 1970 has set no records thus
far in explosions among the racial minorities, it has
become historic for the turmoil in one majority group,
the American women.
The ladies began to move and march in the name
of liberation in a manner that has shaken the society
despite the fact that many males have sought to
laugh the new "revolt" away.
Taking a leaf from the book on civil rights demonstrations, the Women Lib Movement has begun to
force a re-thinking of the female role in American
society. While black women seemed to have mixed
feelings about the movement at first, the evidence
is piling up that they too are becoming concerned
and involved.
However we view this development, our civil
rights leaders who are fighting to change the system
should, it seems to me, stick close to the ladies. There
is a tie that binds, a common thread of concern that
runs through Women's Lib and Civil Rights, equality
of opportunity.
The ladies have also helped to remind us of that
favorite theme of the late Dr. Martin Luther King
who taught the need to cherish the importance and
worth of each human personality.
We Americans seem caught up in what may be
called "group-think." The individual is lost in our society and we tend to see each other only through
the screen of our group prejudices.
Yet our Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the nation speaks directly to the unalienable rights of each citizen, the right to life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness. Thus any development
that strengthens these basic democratic concepts
should redound to the advantage of all those who suffer deprivation and indignity because of group, class
or race prejudice.
Then too, it may well be that the hand that rocks
the cradle is mightier than the hand that throws a
rock.
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The Memphis Entertainment Scene
Black To Open Memphis Opera Season

15 Cu. Ft.

ro. Ronald Gentry will sing the
role of Prince Yamadori, Paul
Rhodes performs as Bonze,
Butterfly's uncle, Roy King as
Puccini's dramatic oriental ditorium.
She has sung it many times as the New York City Opera Yakuside, Marsh Hudson as
masterpiece, MADAME BUT. Singing the title role will be with
the Metropolitan and the and American Opera Society. The Imperial Commissioner an
TERFLY, opens Memphis State silver-voiced soprano, Felicia Chicago Lyric Opera.
A veteran An excellent concert and reci- Cheryl Douglas as Kate PinkerUniversity Opera Theater's Weathers, who
has
made of five years on the continent, tal singer, Shirley has been ton.
twenty-second season, Septem- the role of Cio-Cio-San (or Ma- Miss Weathers
bas sung with heard in more than 20 leading The entire production will be
ber 22 at Harding Academy Au- dame Butterfly) her specialty. major
staged by George Osborne, conEuropean opera compa- roles with the Met.
ducted by Robert Griffith and
nies and has performed wits
Still another Metropolitan art- designed
by David Gano.
numerous symphony orchesist, Theodor Uppman has been I
Curtain time Tuesday night,
tras. She will be making her
signed to sing the role of the September
first appearance with the MSU
22, is at 8 p.m. at
American consul, Sharpless. Harding
Opera Company.
Academy Auditorium
Mr. Uppman has given exten- The Series
B Student PerformAlso appearing on the MSU sive operatic performances in ance
of BUTTERFLY is TuesOpera stage for the first time, addition to regularly touring day,
September 29 at 8 p m.
in the role of Cio-Cio-San's the country giving recitals and and
Sept. 30 and Oct. 1 at
faithless lover, Lt. B. F. Pink- performing with major orches- 1 p.m.,
also at Harding.
erton, will be Metropolitan Op- tras.
Single tickets, as well as seaera tenor, George Shirley. He In other leading roles will be'son
tickets, are now on sale at
has sung with the opera com- Memphian Sara Beth Causey the
MSU Box Office, located in
panies of Covent Garden, Te- as Cio-Cio-San's devoted serv- the
Student Center. Persons
atro Colon in Buenos Aires and ant, Suzuki, and Bennie Jenk- may
call 321-1043 for reservaScottish National Opera, as well ins as the marriage broker, Go- tions

Gibson

'CHEST FOOD FREEZER!

Model No.
80-2635

Free Memphis Delivery!
• Holds 535 Lbs. Foods!
• Free 1-Year Service!

3-Year $150
•

Food Spoilage Warranty!

PRIDDY & BURGESS
AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING
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1883 Lamar

!
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
A
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GEORGE SHIRLEY

Della Reese
Injured In LA

Baked in
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LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — ,ed a neighbor, a physician,
Singer-actress D e ha Reese who applied a tourniquet
to a
suffered major cuts Tuesday severed artery and called for
when she fell through a glass an ambulance.
door near the swimming pool
at her Bel Air home. She Doctors at the UCLA Mediunderwent three hours of sur- cal Center said Miss Reese
gery.
would remain in the hospital
Police said Miss Reese, 37, three or four weeks. They said
was swimming with her daugh- she suffered numerous lacerater when she slipped on a piece tions but that no bones were
of tile. -Her' daughter stunmon- damaged nor was her face cut.
----------- —
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By CARLOTTA WATSON, Counselor
Musing:
One lives in deeds not in years; In !
thoughts, not breaths;
In feelings, not in figures on a dial.
Dear Carlotta:
I am in love with a man who is doing fine as a
house cleaner, in fact he has learned so much about
it, he is planning to open up his own business. I would
like to help him. I have a good education, but my
parents think he is not good enough for me. They say
he has a "common" job. What do you think?
A. CC
Dear A. CC:
I congratulate your boyfriend on being so farsighted. So far-sighted that he can forsee the value
of opening his own business. I only hope he knows
that he will be putting twice as much time into his
own business as he is as a laborer, but he wi;1 be
getting twice as much satisfaction. Your education
plus his know-how will make it twice as easy to succeed, if you work together. There is no such thing as
a "common" job-one can dignigy anything. Also, 1
hope he sees the problems and will profit by them.
While I am in the congratulatory mood, I want toi
congratulate you for wanting to encourage and help4
him in this venture. It will take a good education to,
succeed. Tell mother in this case, she is a victim of
the "generation gap".
Dear Carlotta:
My brother is 22 and wants to get married to
a very fine girl. He has tried to save, but my mother
continues to tell him how much he OWES her. . . for
bringing him up. This makes him resentful and keeps
him frustrated. What can he do? She has a good
living.
Dear Sister:
It is your brother's responsibility to muster up
enough courage to tell mother he is ready to make
his own home, and with that, leave and marry. However, I suggest that for the first few years, the couple
move as far away as possible.

Call 275-1101

Open 8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
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STEER T-BONE

OLD

,

.
•1

DUBON SPECKLED

BISCUIITS2/25c

PEAS &
CARROTS
GOLDEN! RIPf

BANANAS
r 10 C

CAN 10

HOGUE & KNOTT

••• 1111tItill
MOWN•FORMAN OIS111.1.135
It tortiviatiii

1378

'
H 01

LY WOOD

3511 PARK
1578 LAMAR

JEFFCOAT AUTO REPAIRS
Onvonnoin
,'!;/ Vance Avenue

At 86 or 100 proof"There is nothing better in the market:'

526-0373
....mutPtiimAtutn

,
,
IPOLIMUN .011
‘

.

11c

19,,1 I

t•

,
w1,151.11oelNI,,IMAN lOrSt1L11,11
,(*.*A1kW

1I UllI)V11 I I IN Mt.It,Kt•

3384 N. THOMAS

4321 SUMMER
973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER

Open Sundays for For Your Shopping Convenience 9 AM

to 1PM
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Cared.*
spell upon the temmes of our Zernia 1Mrs. Jake) Peacock,, and Janet ( Mrs. Lawrence) Charles) Tarpley, '•(,Te the More Interesting Folks. . . . Ruth (Mrs. llobert)
Len Faster, Jr.,was on the,before taking the long trels.74.town and among the first to Bernice (Mrs. J. D.) Williams,[ Se\ mout
guests.
New York City where he'll hh.
tube recently . . .
succumb to the brain teasing Rita (Mrs. John Averyi Olive,t Helen Shelby and Lois (Mrs.
working on his dissertation
Political
Pow
Wow.
.
.
with
Dating
"The
the program . .
game were those lovely VIPs.
IRMA LEI LAWS
the approaching election time Game" and can you imagine for his Ph.D. at Co 1 u m b i a
They were feted scrumptiousUniversity and she'll be teachly by Faye Gentry (Mrs. Char• "Marvel . . We marvel at Chest.
' the femmes have turned their who he snared as his date?
at New Jersey State Col.
ing
Judy Pace
the silence that divides the liv- heart by heart.' The Treasure;les) Lewis at her home. After
main interest to politics and the None other than
lege while doing more writing
movie,
winning
the
rave
from
a
buffet
gals
with
plying
the
ng and the dead, yet more
Al.
Ceetrie Chit Chat
campaigns of Senator
the
for her Ph.D., from the tletver-;
apart are they who all life long lure of the bridge tables has supper Faye dangled such prizj bert Gore, who is seeking re- Cotton Comes To Harlem". The
—
4 sity of Oregon.
Californian
is
handsome
who
.. ,
live side by side, yet never begun to cast its bewitching es as a crystal hostess sets; a
election, John Jay Hooker,
brother Omar, Jr.,. .
Juanita's
leading
executive
In
a
luncheon sets and jewelry to be
junior
aspires to become Governor of
and has already returned to his post:
awarded them for their finesse
the state and Mike Osborne department store out west
as Assistant Professor of Music:
Lew
Pauline
and
of
is
the
son
at the game.
Congres.
who's running for the
University,• in. .,1
at Langston
Foster.
Chalking up scores warrantsional seat of the Ninth [Ms.
He also calls Eddie Mal and Oklahoma. Her younger sister., 4
guests
Helen
ing
prizes
were
trict.
MEMPHIS SYMPHONY
Robert Ratcliffe, aunt a n d Yvonne left this week to ear,. ot
Helm, Rose (Mrs. Alton) ColeShirley ( Mrs. Allred) Wexner uncle and Odisteen and James tinue working towards her Mits.; "4
man, and Maridelle Adams
was hostess at her home on 'Herndon by the same titles.
tars at the University of ()regal'::
Joyce,
along with members
Barfield Road for the "Volun•
Handsome Dr. Gus White was in Eugenie.
•
(Mrs. Lloyd) Weddington,
teer Women (Or Gore" organi- thru the city over he week- And Jurita's sister a ft& -1,t
Lillian (Mrs. Melvin) Massey,
zational mee.ting Monday even- end visiting his aunt and uncle brother in ,law, Elsie and Par.
prexy of the group and Earline
ing.
Addle and Dr. C. S. Jones. The viii Malunda, Jr., were btlite 4.
(Mrs. Roland , Mobley.
Professor
of Medicine at the over the week-end entertainatelt
,
Many of the hard working
Admiring the beautiful fall
Yale University School of MedI• their friends Gerri and Gana. 7,
attended
the
meeting
gals
who
FEATURING
decorations were Emma Jean
came a/ter they had shaken eine had spoken over in Hot Ammons who were here MI= 4
Turner, V era
( Mrs. L.
hands with John Jay Hooker Springs and stopped to visit his Chicago for his appehrance.
Smith. Velma Lois Jones, Ber•
is
at
the opening of his headquar- relatives on his way back to a jazz show.
nice Fowler, Mary Helen Ezell,
New
England.
'
and
Harvey
Doristine
tars which', is next door to the
Gal=
Emma Jean (Mrs. Carl) Stotts,
You remember that he was were here for golfing and vieiSiso *1*
Gore site.
Valtina (Mrs. Wendell) Robinnamed one of the "Ten Out ing her parents the Waite s.
sou and Marie Jordan.
Among those attending the standing Young Men of the
in Binghanee •.
meeting where schedules were[United States" by the Jaycees Humphreys out
Other guests partaking t he
ton. The Gaineses hail from'
set up for coffees, coke parties,, at their national convention in Louisville.
evening's enjoyment were Anita
teas, luncheons and more in-' California earlier this year.
(Mrs. Dan) Suggs, Geneva
Sincerest Symphathy to . ,...„-••teresting and vital et. ceteras His mom. Vivian White is as
and his Orchestra
Floyd, Willie B. Yates a n d
Mettle (Mrs. Samuel) Cross
were Carol Lynn (Mrs. David) o
Harris.
Patsy
you know is a schoolmarm in and her, family in - the loss Ar
with
Yellin, Orphelia (Mrs. James
And Mese (Mrs. UtIlus)
TICKETS
her mother down in Lonisianer
S
Be
.)itu
B
sy
s
:
a
„hoJs
opo
anke
•
UniverAnd
speaking
of
Yale
Phillips rolled out the red carT.64.02 .o! tab(e),
It was just a few weeks aier.
(fill
orrsOsbj
o°rn
hin;: sity. did you know that Man- 1 that she had to go down theft
Boxes, Dress Circle
t pet of hospitality to the memBetty
(Mrs.
Louis)
Lucas.
who dette Brownlee is doing a year's for the burial of
end First Illalcony-55.50
bers of the Cardenas in her
her father. spoke for Hooker, and Mattie internship in Psychology there. .
Orem Circle Rear-54.50
beautifully n e wly decorated
As the poets have said aa.
Whinier)
Sengstacke.
(Mrs.
She's i candidate for the Doc- , it has been our experience, Jg
home on S. Parkway, E.
Second Balcony
First 5 Rows— 53 00
• A few other, ardent supporters Wale .Degree at Columbia learn that "time is the gentle
Her prizes tor the high scorIterneieder— $2.00
of the three candidates giving University.
.
healer of all wounds".
ers at bridge were intriguing
Vincent de Fronk
Her proud mom is Mabel And Sympathy also to Velma!
them their fullest support inmirrors
and
fragances,
hand
For risserrofieris and ticketsi
Music Dimmer end Conductor
elude Erma Clanton, meria I (Mrs. George) Brownlee. She s[Lois Jones who was in Chicago
jewelry. Vying for them and
MEMPHISARTSCOUNCIL
(Mrs. Charles) Pinkston, Fred. another one of our Honorary over the week-end for the burienjoying the sumptious setting
ericka ( Mrs. Booker) Hodges, Co-Ettes.
60 South Auburndale
. al of her uncle.
were Elizabeth Lewis. Evie
THURSDAY, SEPT. 24
Modean (Mrs. Harry) ThompNewly weds .1 it an it a and Extend A Helping HaniL ...
Telephone 278-2950
(Mrs. Odell) Horton, Joyce
8:30 P.M.—AUDITORIUM
son, Alma (Mrs. Charlie) Mor- Allen Carter were here for a to the Voter aegistratua unlit
Mrs. Howard, Pinkston, Dororis and yours truly
few days from San Francisco We know you're registered an
thy Tuggle, Annie Belle
Scheduled to speak at the where he had done an intern- are planning to vote in (he •
(Mrs. George) Saunders
various functions are a, feu ship visiting her m o t h e r November election but please
Bell,
Ethel (Mrs. Willard
_
other "Volunteer Women for Sarah (Mrs. Omar) Robinson make sure everyone you kiscit
Gore". namely Pauline (Mrs. and the r e St of the Cl an. or come in contact with
Albert, Jr.) Gore, and Nancy They've driven to Huntsville, that same privdege and rtge:
Gese (Mrs. Franko Hunger. Alabama to visit his mother, ters before October 3! !! !
--- ---- --- -----Miss Frances Louise Nlor Pati icia Miller and the brides---man became the bride of Mr. maid was Miss Minnie AlexanVernon Lee Boyd of Detroit, der of Eudora. Ark. The maids i
Michigan in a recent chapel
long empire dresses of
wedding. Elder John Yana of- soft tones of lavender and pink y
ficiated.
voile with angel puffs., The
i The bride's parents are Mrs. flower girl was Beverly Morman
Azzie L. Morman and the late who .,“ire a long Oil: empire
When the doors open on school. He was on the YearMr. William H. Morman. The vo e dyes,.
September 13 for the new school book stall as photography editor,
groom's parents are Mr. and
Bes( man %% as J.W. Morman year at Wabash College, in- held the same office on the
Mrs. Charles Boyd of Detroit,
and
:ouilisman was Ivory cluded in the freshman class will,school newspaper staff for
Michigan.
The bride was given in mar-' Morman. The ring bearer was be Samuel Carpenter, Jr., resi which he was part time photoriage by her great-grand-father, Anthony Morman, brothers of dent of Memphis but a 1970 grapher.
graduate of Avon Old Farms He won varsity letters in socMr. Sam Shannon, She wore an the bride.
School
in Avon, Connecticut.
eggshell
white
gown
with
a
The
groom
dill
attend
gradcer, wrestling, and track; was
No. 1 in the Nation Says Billboard Magazine
bodice of lace and pearl cluster uate school at Texas Southern Sam has won honors in var• a member of the Glee Club,
with a low scooped neckline. University and the bride will ious fields. He was awarded the President of the Photography
No. 1 in the Nation Says NATRA
She also wore a floor-length complete her senior year at Founders Medal of Honor. Club, and received recognition
veil.
A.M.&N. College in Pine Bluff. and the Traditional Rosette in a photo art show.
The
maid
of
honor
was
Ark.
Miss
for community service to the His hobbies are equally verNo. 1 in Our Hearts Say 1I/2 Million Listeners
-satile: astronomy, astrology,
piano, guitar, and photography.
Sam is the son of Mr. and
•''S
t•
Mrs: Samuel Carpenter. Sr.,
"THE
ME
NOBODY
of 799 Alice Avenue, Memphis.
Wabash is the Liberal Arts (NOWS"—Northcrn Calloway sings in the rock musical
college for men at Crawf4dswhich gives its 100th performville, Indiana. One of the oldest
in the mid-west, dating from
ance at the Orpheum Friday.
1832, it is strictly an underWracking those "what to pre
A cold, open face sandwich Unpeeled cucumber, very think graduate school. independent
tude. "Help me, i'm' having
of church or governmental supsliced - 6 slices
pare for the girls this time combining appetizer, salad and
trouble drawing this hand.
port, and maintaining smallness
brains of yours? Relax. We've entree. This elaborate but easy- Peeled tomato - 2 sliced, cut in by admitting only 260 selecfed
Help me." There was warmth
half
'to-assemble
sandwieh
makes
a
got "testy jester'' news for
and exchange, and the look
students each fall'.
lovely ladies' luncheon. For Marinated artichoke hearts • 3
you.
in the eyes of the kids. Music
With an enrollment each
pieces
each sandwich.
class can be like this, too.
year of just under 900 there is
Zesty Jester is a cold open
Black olive • I
With a bunch of rowdy kids?
a student-faculty ratio of about
combining White sandwich bread • 2 she- Stuffed green olive • 16 slices
face
s and wich
buttered
trimmed
and
jes,
They're into some form of
12 to 1, with approximately
appetizer. salad and entree.
(very thin) nopeeled cucum• 70 per cent of the all-malc
music - start with that. If
This eleborate b u t easy-to- as- Sandwich spread mix-2 tbsp.
ber
(recipe
given
below)
they're into rock, study rock.
teaching staff having earned
semble sandwich makes a loveTiny lettuce cup • It
Have them listen to rock, talk
the Ph. D. Degree. In normal
ly ladies' luncheon. And, the Cold roast beef, thinly sliced
Parsley or watercress
to
a
oi.
'
2
years1I depending upon the about rock. Don't look for
ladies will love you!
Mix for 4 sandwiches: Cream military situation, over twomusical value that isn't there.
- cheese - 4 oz. Mayonnaise thirds of the graduating class
Rock is a statement, rock is
sauce - ? ibsp.; soften the will pursue advanced degrees a casting-off of the represcheese and blend the ingre- lin a wide variety of profession- sions that the fifties built up
downtown • union ave.
dients.
527-3619
al and other areas of study. in this generation, and a
ro
ido-no.
southland
mall
14 North Main
Cut the bread slices in half Wabash has some of the very
shriek of anguish. The gut.
diagonally and arrange as a finest facilities to be found
tural violence that a Jagger
square in center of plate. Spread anywhere for academic in- can reate - I've seen Gould
create it, I've seen Bernstein
the roast beef,- allowing a nar- struction, 'a rigorous athletic
5:30 p.m. (Except Holidays)
fashion specialists in sizes
Open Monday Thru Saturday 9:30 a.m.
row margin of bread to show. program, and other significant create it, I used to sea Sam
18 to 60 and 16 1/2 10 321/2
On top of the beef, arrange activities.
Back to School?
cucumber slices in a somewhat
circular
pattern,
allowing
a
Southland
Mall's
Birthday
•
town.
in
head
\Have the best dressed
margin of beef to show. Then,
ANN'S CATERING SERVICE
closer in arrange in circular
Weddings
Teas — Buffets
Pattern the half tomato slices.
"CREATIVE FOR THE
House Parties
Wash & Wear
Showers — Conventions
On top of the tomato slices,
SPECIAL OCCASION"
City Wide
in the center, arrange 3 artiW. Deliver
choke pieces. Arrange olives in
1825 S. Trezevant St
743-9918
a lettuce cup and place alongspecially sized
Garnish
with
parsley
or
side.
panty hose
watercress.
Pass Blue Cheese or Green
Goddess Dressing, if desired.
t7..
1
,
reg. 3.00
_Enna Lee 1.41C1
Woman's Editor

1

POPS
CONCERT

DUKE
ELLINGTON
MEMPHIS
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

Vernon Lee Boyd
\ Claims Bride

,

/st

50.000 WATTS oF 0 ID SOUL

We just want to be NO. 1 with YOU!

160

rihr.

To Attend Wabash,
oung Memphian

/

Rev
him
tion

The
Court
Tenn
3bse
ship
Vollintt
!O, at:3
Dr
dent of
sity,
for the
lowing
Torrez,

rst;

Zesty Jester Sandw ich---Elaborate But Simple

SOUL 1070

Claire

B1 Mon

CSS

Tapered Wig

SALE

95

I TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY
VS.
KENTUCKY STATE COLLEGE
ON MASCAA BENEFIT CLASSI
COME! COME! COME!
,

1
99
2 pr. 3.90

100% Human Hair
Tapered Wig 1095

Searn/eu rfrfrfch nylon with
,epagu• panty and reinforced
. waist sizes 32
iirage and foe
belg• or taupe
to 1/1

Afro.- Wig1995

MAIL ORDERS: add 756
portage plus 41/2% tax for
Tennessee delivery.

•

•••••••11.

BANK AMERICARD

i_J-NY- A - WAY

MASTER CHARGE

*Expert Styling $350
EVERY DAY IS SALE DAY Of AT M011 ClAn

STOUT SHC1PPE
DOWNTOWN
UNION AVI.
WHITIIHAVIN

44 SO. MAIN
•
•
1992 UNION
• SOUTHLAND MALL

Molasses for Summer Cooking.
EVERYBODYIII"
Sumniertime is the time to
prepare food favorites in easy
ways that provide Iota of flavor
and nutrition. One way to add'
a delightful touch to beans and
barbecues is to dress them with
a traditional American cookingredient, light molasses.
•.
Molasses 'a' Beaus
Light molasses adds rich
You may purchase tickets at the following places:
flavor and color, as well as val- :ALL High Schools in Memphis and
Shelby County 01
uable iron no necessary for
energy and good health, to :::-Goldsmith's Central Ticket Office
canned beans. Use light molasB & P Travel Services 1156 Bellevue at McLemore
ses to spark popular pork and f
Price of tickers.
Advance Adult '
beans or beans in tomato sauce,
$.3.00
and try it with new varieties ,
General Admission at Gate
3.50
like kidney or pinto beans. 1,
Students Tickets (at respective high schools)
1.00
Some will like their beans cold.
College Students (with I.D. cards)
2.00 it
Light molasses, vinegar, salt,
You cannot afford to mlm this rare treat of seeing TSU
chopped onion and spices win
football team and the nationally known 170-plims Marching Hand,
make a hearty dressing for ,
bean salad.

WHERE. Crump Stadium
WHEN:
aturday, September 19

Southland Mall Only

Long Fall 19 95

i.

•
•
•

527-64311
2/4-2•43
3.11-all,i4

1(-•

TIME:
2 P.M)

10

th

a.
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Shots Rip

Duke Ellington To Appear In Concert

r•
rirehouse

The first "Pops Concert" of body impressions of people, iembassadors at receptions in
the 1970-71 Season of the Mem- places and eveets that have the embassies and consulates
phis Symphony Orchestra, captured his imagination. His of the different countries they CINCINNATI — (UPI) —
under the direction of Vincent inventive capacity from tran- visited,
Two firemen were shot and
de Frank, will be on Septem- slating these impressions into Truly a man of parts, the wounded late Monday in a sudber 24. . . 8:30 P. M. at the captivating music is unparalled musicial giant of our times, den burst of gunfire through a
Ellis Auditorium Amphitheatre, in the twentieth century. One Duke Ellington is unimitable, window of their firehouse,
Memphis, The guest artist will sure measure of his music's and seemingly inexhaustible.
Fire Marshal Ray McDonald
be the great "Duke Ellington durability lies in the fact that Reservations and tickets are
said
at least 15 shots were firconstantare
earlier recordings
and his Orchestra."
available at the Memphis Arts ed through the window in a
re-issued.
being
Duke Ellington is internation- IY
Council, 60 South Auburndale, rapid burst. Fireman Tom Donnally recognized as one Duke Ellington has received Memphis. Telephone 278-2950. ovan was hit in the right arm
greatof America's foremost must- many honors among the
Prices: Arena Tables, Boxes and Lt. John Hammersmith
cians. He excels as a compos- eat the birthday party in his and First Balcony - $5.50, was wounded in the left leg.
er, an arranger, a pianist and honor at the White House this Dress Circle - $5.50 except two
a bandleader. Because of their,past spring. He is now playing rear sections which are $4.50, I Witnesses told police a black
variety and number, his suc- to standing room only crowds First five rows of Second Bal- couple jumped into a car outcesses defy categorization or at the Rainbow Room in New cony - $3.00, Remainder of Sec- side the fire station — Engine
York. He has been honored ond Balcony - $2.00. Enclose a
ite mization.
Co. 32 in Avondale — and sped
by the French government and self-addressed
en- away after the shooting. The
stamped
A wide range of repertoire I
is a director of the National velope and make checks pay- bullets appeared to be .44 calihas always been an importer&
Endowment of the Arts. •
able to Memphis Symphony.
ber, police said.
factor in Duke Ellington's enTouring extensively for the
during popularity. He has writ- State
Department in its culturten songs that have achieved
exchange program, Duke
the widest kind of popularity al
Ellington and the members of
and have become standards, his orchestra played to capasuch as "Mood Indigo", "Sopcity crowds and standing ovahisticated Lady", "Solitude",
tions everywhere winning
"I Let A Song Go Out of my
lean:. "Don't Get Around friends for the U. S. A. In addition, they proved invaluable
DRAPERIES
u c h Anymore". "I Got
and
lit Bad", "Do Nothing 'Til
You Hear From Me", "I'm
SLIP COVERS
Beginning To See The Light",
"I'm Just a Lucky So and So",
"Just Squeeze Me", and "Satin
Doll". His favorite song, he
claims, is always "The one I'm
writing today or tomorrow".
The Duke Ellington Orchestra regularly wins awards asI
and Mrs. Nellie Counts church official and Chairman of the greatest in its class, while
Rev. Miller Peace eas honored with a plaque which cited
Women's Day. The celebration is being held jointly. Rev. several of the musicians in it
him for outstanding devotion and service to his congregaPeace is the pastor of Avery Chapel A.M.E. Church. at habitually head individual in-I
tion and as a 'proponent of brotherhood. Shown with the
sturmental categories. suchl
882 East Trigg.
pastor are Mr, Alonzo Weaver, trustee and chairman of
men as the late Johnny Hodges,
the Men's Day program, Rev. Miller bolding the plague,
Harry Carney, Paul Gonon Sunday, April 20, 1969, solves, Lawrence Brown. and,
Choice or Colors
!gious activity.
The public is invited to the when Little Rock Mayor Haco Cootie Williams have indeed
Varied Styles
'general program at 3:00 p. m. Boyd, proclaimed that day as become, like their leader, livFREE Estimates
"Andrew P. Torrence Day" ing legends.
Ito hear Dr. Torrence speak.
and Governor Winthrop Rocke- The way in which Duke
Dr. Torrence brings a pas- feller named him "Arkansas Ellington displays the unique
Samples shown in the
TERMS ARRANGED TO
sion for excellence, a sincerity Traveler", the highest honor tonal personalities of his stars
home without obligation.
of purpose, and a new challenge that state bestows.
individually, and then blends
SUIT YOUR AUDGET
Slip covers cot in the
to Tennessee State and its President Torrence. a Bap- them together in a superb enhome
for
perfect
fit.
ESTIMATES
ARE FREE
alumni. In addition, he has tist and a member of Alpha semble, has never been sucHides That GRAY
deep concern for the welfare Phi Alpha Fraternity, is mar- cessfully imitated. It bears the
The Lasting Way
The Memphis and Shelby Shelby County area in a spec41 of those who make up the uniNO OBLIGATION
ried to the former Miss Mariao unmistakable mark of genius.
/n just s7 minutes
.
County Alumni Association olsession at the church.
versity community.
at home . . even
LOWEST PRICES ALWAYS
Salters of Spartanburg. South Singled out for special praise
Tennaiatee State University willL The TSU Religious emphasis
dull, faded hair bea graduate of Carolina. The Torrences have in
coun tless
Dr.
Torrence,
publications,
looking,
.
younger
comes
3bser7e
their first religious program will climax a week of
dark and lustrous, radiant
and a native two children, Kenneth and magazines
and
newspapers
..mpliesis program at Friend- TSU activities which include Tennessee State
with highlights. STRAND
Rock, Arkansas, was Andrea.
Elthroughout
the
world,
Duke
Little
of
Hair Coloring won't rub off
ship laptist Church at 1355 the Tennessee State-Kentucky
or wash out. Safe wittiperpresidency of the
reflect the full
elected
to
lington's
records
lasnentc,too. Choice
Vollintine, Sunday, September State football game on Sep1968. A scholar
university
in
diversity
of
his
musical
inter5 natural shades
to. at:3:00 p.m.
tember 19, at Crump Stadium.
and educator, he served as
ests "Having fun through freeAt your drug or
Ceastnetic countor.
Dr. • A. P. Torrence, Presi- Rev. W. A. Suggs, Pastor of Professor and Dean of Acadedom of expression", is how he
lent if Tennessee State Univer- Friendship Church and Presi- mic Affairs at Tuskegee Instionce defined jazz and fun there
iity, Jill! be the guest speaker dent of the Memphis and Shelby tute before coming to Tennesse
is a-plenty in his albums, for
for the religious program. • Fol- County Alumni Association of State.
humor is an element he relowing the public program. Dr. TSU is making a special ap- The recipient of many awards
gards as essential.
TorreCe will speak to all peal to all alumni to attend and citations. Dr. Torrence
His records have their seriTSU -miumni
in Memphis and the first alumni sponsored reli- was honored by his hometown
cus side, too, and they emer-

YOU GET
QUALITY

TSU Observes
Religious Program

HAIR COLORING

WILLIAMS

BUY

BONDS

.111••••10)
,

s

9

shop Monday, Downtown 10 'til 6
Poplar & Whitehaven Plazas 10 'til 9

Flori Roberts
Black Beauty Classes
Belie MON. Sept..29 Titre SAT. Oct. 3

Lt41

• Don't miss these professional clinics in our
new second floor beauty workshop
• melanin

make-up and

Afro wigs will be used

Flori Roberts
beauty classes
will be held on:
Monday, Sept. 29
10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 29
10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 30
10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m,
Thursday, Oct. 1
2:00 p.m. and 6.30 P.m.
Friday, Oct. 2
1000 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 3
10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.

Flori Roberts blends
Smouldering colors for your skin
You're free of lost with the spirited, unpossessed
look of Flori Roberts It's a free-willed wetlook
that gives you every reason to be beautiful.
Lipstick, 2.50 Radiance Blush Highlighter, $5
Make-up Bose, 4-oz., 4.50 Eyeliner, $2
Coingelies, All

Throe Stereo

Meet Richard Arroyo
make-up artist for
Flori Roberts
who will be in the store
Sept. 29-Oct. 3
In just two hours you can discover your
new fall look, with the help of Richard
Arroyo and Melanin Make-up. Admission
is $3 and at the end of class you receive
$3 credit toward the purchase of Flori
Roberts Beauty preparativs. Reserve
your place now by coming in personally
to the Mori Roberts counter, or calling
526-7711, ext. 300 or 210. Ask for
beauty workshop reservations.

Please reserve my ploce at the time checked below. Tickets
$3 I am enclosing ( ) cash or ( ) charge to my account
Nome
Address
CI:

State

Itlehord Army*

Zip

Telephone
Ariowday, Sow 28
10-185 0 ( )
Tuesday, $een

too) e.m.

29
)

2.00 p

)

Thursday. Oet I
100 o (

6130 p.m.(

cset, 2
200

p e

Wednesdey. S.wpt 30
10.00 o.•( )
2-00 p um

)

itioo

(

)

Saturday, Oa 3
10.00 •.•(
I

3410

p.m.(

700 p a (

j

Cosenisfort All Thee*

Stenos.
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Hamilton High News

Hi! This is Gertrude icool I Top Couples around the Wild
Nettles, Bonita Chandler and•cats D.
Valerie Dunem . bringing you George Kelsy and Gertrude
Mr. and Mrs. Lit Coe on Sheridan entertained Mr. and
the
latest haps around the Nettles; Walter Harris and Ann
Mrs. Ira Williams, Sr. of L. A. California recently. Mrs. WilGreen; Van Patterson and Pan.
Hamilton High School den.
liams is the former Josephine Jeffries of this city.
441 Schoolhas just begun antWa Gray; Stevie Lawrence and
It was a reunion of old friends and neighbors who gather- action has just started. Some! Phyllis Kayle; Maurice Harris
ed at the Cues' home to enjoy wonderful repast prepared by of our bad seniork, seen in theland Landra Williams; Henry P
Vivian Poag.
spotlight are none other than Pegues and
Mrs. Helen Barnum.
Van (cool) Patterson. Phyllis George Foster and Pamela
Among those present acre Mrs. Sallie Carter (aunt of Mrs. Kyle, Johnny (pimp) Collins, Brown; Billy Pettis and Maxine
Williams), Mrs. Dorothy Mike Sester, Mrs. Edward Jeffries. Paula Gray. Michael Watson, 1 Clanton;0 Melvin Washington
Mrs. Grace Jeffries (sister-in-law), Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Don- Jesse Clark. Landra Williams, and Renee Powell; Michael,
Leon Thomas, Victor Simpson, Bernard and Barbara Moore: .
ahue.
Pamela Brown, Ronnie Wal- Jackie Williams and Donnis
Also Mrs. Clarence Coe, Mark Snowden, Miss Cherry Mil- ton, Anti Green, Bruce Jones, Williams: Donald Christian and
ler. Mrs. Lucia Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ford, Mrs. Louis Dianne Clasper, and Sharlene Peggy West; Phyllis Weddell
Williamson, Mr. and Mrs. Isom Wilson, Mrs. Gloria Pearson, Hardin
and Billy Warr. Valeria Duneni
Mrs. Louise Hayden, Mrs. Louise Branch.
Our rejuvenating cats on the and Bill Barksdale; Debra
tootball team has e started out Boyd and Michael Scott; Kathy
Other guests included Mr. and Mrs. John Milam, Mrs. Mar- with a new coach Mr Hosea
Miller and irlickey Brown;
...eadde
gueret Alexander, Mr. Johnny Turner, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Alexander.
Some ot our men Dianna Mattlock and Joe, WilJackson. Mr. and Mrs.Jesse Roso, Mrs. Ann Brewer. Mr. and backing him up are: Captain
hams: Coletta Larry and RonMrs. Paul Bledsoe. Mrs. Dorothy Harris, Mr. and Mrs. EldLarry Stevenson. Co-Captain aid Hill: Pamela Alexanaer
ridge Cash. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kirk. Mr. and Mrs. Louis Randy
Strickland, Jerome and Charles Williams.
Hampton Mr and Mrs. Gilbert Fisher, and Mr. and Mrs. Barber,
Larry Scruggs. Michael; Also Leroy Faulkner and
T. C. 1.arr
Ford, Ralph Thompson and LaBell Bonner; Gregory Mathis'
* • •
many more.
and Audrey Franklin: Terry
stepping
Seen
high
and Bartlett and Dandra Waller;
BRAZILIAN VISITS MEMPHIS
mighty around our town are: Eddie Bailey and Linda Turner,
Miss Estrella Reines of Betio Brazil \\ a, the house guest James Fisher. Vonetina Noel, Robert Montgomery and Bonita
Dotson, Nita Johnson. Chandler: James Ellis and
of Mr. and Mrs, Thurman Paul Dilinie us sr tile Labor Day 'Ira
week-end. Other guests included David Fenny and mother John Payne, Fern Tennial. Barbara Bradley.
'Walter McBride, Brenda Ed- September 4, the Wildcats
Mrs. Fenny of England.
wards, Kenneth Hill, Vivian met with the Douglas Red Dev-:
The guests were shown the interesting and historic sights Poag. Kenneth Brown, Joan us at Crump Stadium a n di
L a wrence
Myers, showed them the power of a
in Memphis along with a cruise down the Mississippi.
Vivian Thomas, Kenneth Mur- -Mighty Wildcats" with the BUM' RESTAURANT—This Harlem House restaurant in
Deadmon and J. P. Murrell, owner of Speedy Amuse:"
Helpingto entertain were Elder and Mrs. Willie Thom- phy. Monia Leane, Calvin victorious score of 14-8. We the Hyde Park community is one of the buslest in t h e
ment Company, which distributes the music and cigarette
Washington, proudly salute and spotlight chain operated by Soul Brands, Inc., and seen here making
as — parents of Deborah Dennie t Mrs. Thurman Pauli, and Woodard, Avis
enders for Seeburg in the Memphis area. Mr. Murrell
Black Fish. and Catherine all players on Hamilton's foot- a Lou Rawls selection on the Seeburg Select.O.Matic is
is the sole black in West Tennessee in the amusement
Mr. and Mrs. Willie T Thomas. Jr Mrs. IV Thomas. Jr is Smith.
ball team, who are Lfrry T. Herbert King, a deacon at Lakeview Baptist Church
trade, and his machines are in all Harlem House restsM2
the former Florida Haynes.
Our vavacious Cheerleaders Stevenson, Captain, Jerome and member of the executive board
rants and other establishments in the area. For placeof Soul Brands, Inc.
- are back on step bringing you Barber. Seth Kirkpatrick. Looking on. from left, are Mrs. Lillie Wilson, waitress for
ment of a machine. call 774-180i. Venders are also avail,
the cheers of victory. They Randy St r ic kland, Larry Harlem House for a number of years;
able for parties and other social events.
Mrs. Clementine
are: Captain Sherilyn Batts, Scruggs. and Gwayne Robinson.
• Co-Captain Shelia Harris, Bar- The man behind the team try, Robert Montgomery, Don.
bara Moore. Dandra Parson 100', and pushing them on was aid Reddith, Spencer Evans,
Marsha Aughtry, Janet Miller, Coach Hosea Alexander.
Arthur Faulkner, Waddell Fish"Everything he touches turns to Gold"
Maxine Clanton, Carol Lump- People say Hanrilton has the er, and Bennie Donelson.
Have you ever neara this quotation' Of
kin. Gwendolyn Sartor. Willie slickest chicks on any school
TOP TUNES
course; we all have. Well this is what they say
Brookins. Jackie
Freemon, campus. Some of these fine
about Brother Fred Wilson of Los Angeles.
Rachelle Jones. Lois McKay young ladies seen parading
1. I'll Be There — Jackson 5 WASHINGTON. D. C. — The neni structure
within the Asso- At WHYY Monagas pnoand Debra Davis.
Calif., ordained Dr. of Divinity: the best
mad, mod fashions are Yvonne
2.
I Stand Accused — Issie'National Association of Educa-'ciation to sensitize the staff andiduces a weekly halt-hour .140Wise Men Tales:
Warren, Rita Cofield, Gwenspiritual in the country today. Don't gamble s.
Hayes
ations gram, "Black Perspective. pn
tional Broadcasters today es- , membership to the obligations
t. E. W. Thinks she has her dolyn Webster, Jackie Booker.
on anything including numbers, cards, dice,
News." .which f e a t u-r e s
serving•the
If
Minority
I
Didn't
3.
and
Care
of
opportunities
Office
—
Deltablished
an
for
thing
uptight with J. R. but Sederia Boyd, Willie Washingbingo, Dogs, Horses, until you talk to him and
Ionics
C•Vi
first di- minority concerns and inter- black journalists. The progrilm
its
named
and
B.
A.
Affairs
and
S.
'
M.
are
just
as
upton.
Natalie
Clark,
Rhonda
find out about the "Mule" and the Tobey He stac
4. I Like Your Loving •- rettor. The announcement was'ests, it will also aid the stations is broadcast across the northtight.
Herron. Judith Burford,. Vicki
makes the best "Hands" in the world. Call
made by William G. Harley, in using their skills and facili- eastern United States by- ihe
2. C. L.. I heard that you Johnson. and Rhonda Steinberg.
Chilites
for FREE advice 24 hours a day Advice
president.
ties to create greater public Eastern Educational Netwdrk
NAEB
and L. P. are trying very very
,
jarrw
_
Walking beside these slick
5. Sex Machine
assist-, awareness of the changes need- in prime evening t i m e ca f h
on love, money matters, and court cases
Monagas.
hard to get in good with M. B. chicks are cool gents sporting
J.
Lionel
Brown
i
and V. P., but B. M. and P. H. the fads of the season. Some of
ant program director and ex- ed to alleviate conditions of ra- Wednesday.
Area Cckde 21.
•
He also produces a half-Nur
prevalent in our society.
"•,•"••••••%Z.',:ye••••••,•••••••••••••••':••;•••:•-•:•:•:•:-K.:•:•:•:•:•:•',.:::::::•.;:;•.:•:-.....x.x.•..x.:.:•:•:;.:.:..:iff„.... have them both uptight
these are Ira Dotsou, Walter BYE NOW UN11L NEXTiecutive producer of b 1 a c k
3, D. N., E. F. has his eyes McBride,
cism
Initially, the office will'black community pro g r a su.
Micheal
Jackson, WEEK.
vihil
teleP
na
sion mo
HlYY
out for you.
- d
'smedgucaattioW
Pro
elpghriaam
-ve to promote the employ- "New Mood/New Breed." lie
Jerry Williams. Caesar AughI station, will head the new of- ment of minority group mem- has directed and p r o d u b t d
scores of other programs, in'I fice.
hers, - to help gain minority
"The establishment of this 1 resentation in the governing eluding school programming or
office," said Harley, "is an ear-i!structures of educational broad- elementary, secondary a p d
.
education.
nest of the NAEB's commit- casting, to encourage educationment to develop educational , al broadcasters to provide suit- As director of the NAEB'sX)fbroadcasting potential and abil- able programming resources to fice of Minority Affairs, he will
ity to serve the public inter-! minoritygroups, and to encou- he responsible for making staff
of
efncth
iees rage the establishment of spe- and membership aware of the
osnoctoi one cio
't
emostincritical social
cial educational programs by obligations and opportunities
of our time.
institutions of higher education for serving minority concerns
1620 MADISON
and interests. Initially, he-- will
1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE
.,,,,,„,,, . . ,
s,i "Besides providing a permit- and community groups,
i
----Mr. Monagas will give fur- promote 'the employment of mi(WHITEHAVEW
ther definition and specificity nority group m e m b e r s by
to these ,broad objectives as he NAEB member stations; help
, gain minority representation in
5014 POPLAR AT MENDENHALL)
develops priorities for his ac,the
governing structure of edutivity," said Harley.
cational broadcasting; encour24 HRS.
age stations to provide proA DAY
gramming resources or miBe sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.
nority groups at all levihi. and
Other Car Renters
encourage the establishment of
$6,000 per week available for your favorite charity!
answer to the
special educational progress by
Prices in the ad effective noon. Sept. 16. thru
horn, office.
institutions of higher education
midnight Sept. 23.
We reserve the
and community groups
center cut chuck
'Carl Carson
U.S.D.A.
CHOICE
ri ht to limit quantities. None sold to dealers.

NAEB Names New Head

LUCKIEST MAN in the WORLD ???

MID-SOUTH'S FINEST °

firecce

MOST COMPLETE SUPER MARKETS

MIDTOWN

SOUTH

Buy
Bonds

EAST

answers to you.

Heavy
Roast
BREAD

per lb.

2-LIMIT

OZ.
PINK SALMON 16CAN6940
3 LIMIT

KELLY'S

2/49*

850 PEAS

17OZ.
CAN
DEL-MONTE WHOLE KERNEL
or CREAM STYLE YELLOW

Neck
Bones
Lb 18$
Fred Mantes' Country Style

CORN

17 OZ. CAN

• in sam

2/49

LIMAS
WYLERS DRY ONION

200Z.

COFFEE CREAMER 3504

PKG

1040

Sliced
Bacon

39*

Thick
2 Lb.Pkg.

$1.32

QT 57
0

LB.

KLEENEX BOUTIQUE BATHROOM

43*

I.h.
I. f

TISSUE
2

2 ROLL 1 c
PKGS.
(4-ROLLS) I

2-ROLL
PKGS.
(4-ROLLS)

,

11.

With this coupon and 5.00 additional purchase excluding value of coupon merchandise(fresh milk products and tobacco also excluded in compliance with Mate Iasi
Coupon expires noon'lliedneaday. ot
1970.

One Coupon per Family per week.

...46/6..AAS_OUPON

ENTIRE PAPER -POOR PRINT 6, COPY

Call:321-6033 Any Time

Hormones Grow Hair Back

LE CONTE' HAIR GROW BACK TREATMENT;

r

--5
•

s

Selig
Extra
GI
•••••.

,04

EVERS Termite &
Pest Control System

Guaranteed
Hair Looks Alive — Feels Alive — And Will Grow
Information . . . Call (213) 232-2042

4

.11)4

F H A. & V.A. Cert.ficotes Issued
-.Moster Charge Is
BonkArner4cord Accepted-Our System is Safe to Cli,icluan I. Pet,.

We Have Proved It
NOW You Can Prove
It For Yourself

290

Fred Mnntesi

55*

'775.1101

WATCH YOUR
HAIR GROW

590
Smoked ORANGE JUICE ic GAL.
BTL.

KLEENEX BOUTIQUE BATHROOM

TISSUE

190

Make it perfect.

KRAFT

Shank Portion Lb.

Rats & Fleas
We Kill
All Bugs

1,••t•tt sad
Part.
•••••pi• of Port. ••••detil
Ph.... 2'!, 44211 ftr 1 7 I 5417
1 373 J•tki•• •t W•thins

t;k

Southern Belle

Butt Portion Lb.

LEAKY FAUCETS

READ SALES CO.

LIQUID
8-oz.

PILLSBURY

Hams

King Cotton

Termites
Roaches

It that constant drip getting
on your nerves and coati*g
your water bill is.• iipT SEE

11
/
4 OZ.

m
—
VEGETABLE JUICE 350
PIE CRUST MIX (9)
12 TOTAL BURGER
HEINZ BABY FOOD
3 lb.pkg.
LIMIT
BLUE BONNET
or
more
Lb.
5
80
FRUITS or VEGETABLES g
MARGARINE QUARTERS
PREM (COMPARE A-1"171)

Lamar

-

CAN

FRUIT COCKTAIL 35*

1153

01-tio

23*

16 OZ.

Ground

30 OZ CAN

PRIDDY & BURGESS
APPL.

-wilkm

Pure Pork
22( Sausage SOUP MIX
...taLUVANS
2 LIMIT
KEEBLER SALTINE
21b. Bag 79s KRAFT 1000
1 LB
CRACKERS BOX 270
ISLAND DRESSING
U.S.D.A.
3-LIMIT
HAWAIIAN REGULAR RED
Fryers
46-01. CAN
KRAFT
FRUIT
PUNCH alio, 290
320
MIRACLE WHIP
Cut Up Tray Pack Lb.

2-LIMIT.
V-8 (COMPARE AT 454)
46 OZ. CAN Fresh

WANTED

BUSH ALL GREEN

15 OZ
CAN

SACRAMENTO

Line of

AMANA Appliances!

190

DEL MONTE ALASKA

Complete

DEL-MONTE EARLY GARDEN

FRED MONTESI SANDWICH LOAF"
24 OZ. LOAF
Fresh Lean
3-LIMIT

CHILI

Tom Collins?

CLOSED SUNDAY

OPEN

Seagram's
•

Extra Org
Gin

Seagram's Extra Dry/the perfect martini gin
HAMM OIETILLIIE COMPANY. N.Y C 941 P700F. DISTI11(0

Ofil lh itOilC;(4.‘:411 JAIN.

50e
THIS COUPON IS WORTH 50e
50c
To Get You Acquainted: Take This Coupon To Any
Beauty Supply or Store Selling LE CONTE' HORMONE
HAIR GROW BACK TREATMENT.
Dealer: This Coupon Is Worth 50e. When the Bearer
Purchases a Jar of LE CONTE' HORMONE HAIR
GROW BACK TREATMENT at Regular Price $2.50.
Customers: Name .
Address
City
.. Phone
Redeemable at Economy Beauty simply 2319 Lamar Ave.
Memphis, Tenn. 38114
lusiva Dealerships Available in 26 States
--Exc—
and many Cities.
Great Discovery-Great Opportunity
Act Now. Write for Details

LE CONTE' COSMETICS
4720 South

Vermont Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90037
Phone: (213) 231-2042

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1970

INVITATION FOR 11I03
The Memphis Housing Authorwill receive bids for CON.
STRUCTION OF A COMMUNITY
BUILDING FOR EDWARD 0.
CLEABORN HOMES. PROJECT
NOS. TENN. 1-8 and 1-1,1, MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE. until 10:00
A.M.. CDT. October 2. 1970. at
700 Adams Ave:nue.Memphis,Tennewt. at which time and place
all bids will be publicly opened
and read aloud.
Proposed forms of contract
docatnents. including plans and
specifications, are on file at the
office of the Memphis Housing
Authority, at 700 Adams Avenue.
Memphis, Tennessee. at the office
of L. Winter McKissack, ArchitectEngiAeer. 1428 Michigan Street,
Mcmphis.Tennessee.
• Copies of the documents may
* obtained by qualified connectors by depositing S25.00 with
rEg Memphis Housing Authority
for each set of documents so ohtiased. This deposit is non-re%triable. and return of documents
iessot required.
7,A certified check or bank draft,
-aerobic to the Memphis Housing
tithority, U.S. Government bonds,
it a satisfactory bid bond executed by the bidder and acceptable sureties in an amount equal
.o five 'S L percent of the bid
shall'Ise ..bmitted with each bid.
The successful bidder will be
-equired to furnoh and pay ,
satisfactory performance and payment bond or bonds.
All bidders shall be licensed
:ontractors as required by Chapter
135 of Public Acts of 1945 of the
s"..;eneral Assembly of the State of
Tennessee, and all Amendments
Strew.
Attention is called to the fact
:hat not less than the minimum
salaries and wages as set forth in
the Specifications must he paid
on this project, and the Con,
'lector must insure that employees
arid applicants for employment
art discriminated against beeau of race, color, creed, sex or
lational origin.
The Memphis Housing Author
-ty reserves the right to reject any
Of all bids or to waive any mfor•
inanities in the bidding.
No bid shall be withdrawn for
.1 period of thirty (30) days sub.
sequent to they opening of bids
without the consent of the Memphis Housing Authority.
MEMPHIS
HOUSING AUTHORITY
°relic Ledbetter
Secretary

L
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,.....11- HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD
FOR ,LESS
MON
ET.
.
.
,
,. , o
i... ,: : „. . . ,
AND STILL GET
TOP VALUE
STAMPS!

4
4,9

er

•
KROGER
SUGAR

'49,•
man, Carver High; Richard Horner, Offensive B a c k, Specialist, sophomore, Carver
High. Standing: Eddie Gatewood, Defenske End, sopho m or e, Hamilton High;
James Thaxton, Tight End, sophomore,
Carver High. Not shown are: James Matthews, Cleveland Elam, James Lewis of
Lester High, Henry Smith of Douglas High,
Dwight Payne a n d Larry Mallory of Melrose High, Daniel Thomas, and Ernest Wil•
hams. Joe Zinn Photo.

MEL-011BSOFT
BREAD... •
$1

ill .

i-LB.

N

5.LE.
BAG
V 7H OUR COUPON OFFER!

80Z. I
EA.
CHICKEN,TURKEY or BEEF

4-0Z.
LOAVES

,

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY
ALL-BEEF
HAMBURGER BOSTON ROLL

.

WHOLE
FRYERS

ROAST

BONELESS

27
4
• 9
27
3
99
4
9

Old Taylor.
It's worth
saving up for.
Old Taylor costs more. For some very good reasons.
To begin with, Old Taylor was created by
Col. Edmund H. Taylor, Jr., foremost
Bourbon distiller of the late 1800's.
Old Taylor is made in a castle near the
delicious limestone spring the Colonel
discovered in 1887. We still
use the same costly grains, tend our mash
as lovingly —still do everything exactly
as the Colonel did. That's why Old Taylor
is the best-selling, premium-priced Bourbon
in America. Why it's worth
saving up for.

FORTIFIED

MEAT PIES

t

„SAIwout
tli
TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY 1970
Big Blue Tiger football team is loaded with
Memphis high school products. The 13
Memphis players are led by senior defen•
sive back, Freddie Herring. Herring, a
graduate of Manassas High School will be
on the starting team for TSU when they
meet the Kentucky State Thoroughbreds in
Memphis on September 19, at Crump Sta
dium. Memphians on the TSU team a n d
their high school are kneeling from L. to R.
Freddie Herring, Ray Jones, Center, fresh-

BANQUET

3-LB. PKG.

OLD
I TAYLOR

_You can't do as well .
anywhere else!

..

-

LB.9

YELLOW
CORN

LB.

RED
POTATOES

SUGAR-SWEET
CANTALOUPES

t

10

$

FOR I

20-LB.
BAG

EARS

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY

ROUND STEAK orBONE-IN
FRESH PICNIC
FLOUR
494

94 .

LB.")

SWISS STEAK

-

B.39C

PILLSBURY

, FOR EXTRA
TOP VALUE
' STAMPS
''''.
.,..„

CHUNK TUNA2a694
ORANGE JUICE
5,4
KROGER FROZEN

.. ,.:.,:

100 EXTRA .----;
e. TOP VALUE r.,
-- 1
1
...
011.1

LOUISVILLE,

ellas
with this
0
"
coupon
ond
al•F
emp...,_,._
V?,
$5.00 ,
chos,
em excludingpu
•
tobacco and'
oes
ir
. fresh or
ai=

produeta ant! hi add-

,
2
1 1 0:.
___.=111 Illat
=
1 0.1
sail
07.

irg,,;(1
,
-49

KROGER '"•
SUGAR 5-LB.
BAG

4

es
ase
ze.
al

Te. ea with this coupon and g
90 fliz: 0.00 additional purchase,

=e

el;
g....

V. ......x•--

excluding tobacco andfresh Or frpferi TON,
PrOducts.

sgs
al

Won to
any other mu- me
V. ''''''' Good thru Tues.,Slot. 22 SKS
requirenumu
pie
,•..
LAWit
ono.
TOT
vTOT
I
limo one
TOP
VItla

ONII..aes

Good thru Tues.'Wept„,,

Old TaylorWhat the label can't tell you,the flavor can

,

iliIl W.‘"N” ""'" Hoppippisisr --

•

.5

Royal Vi:ing
t'"
en with 2 1-1b. pkgs.
all Kroger Saltines
eh with an 11-oz. jar Kroger
Non-Dairy Coffee Cream

aLi;
50
Aro, 2,tts; _

Gelatin
111 au Kr..._r
h 6 -Tr

N:'
50 Zany Zoo
Drink
P gs.
.

,

COUPON

.
• or -..

'

:

•

3
4
V

-

6

Ci) with 2 jars or can
KOLF Kroger!pices
e‘l wtih rpkgs. Fryer
8
all Breast or I..w
il with 2 -lbs Or more Ground
Chuck or Chopped StrIcun
n 8
xtith 2 plcis, Center-Cut or 10
11
aakfast Pork Cho
wirth -f—kp s
11
an/ BOO Spiced Meats
Cf) with 1 pkgs.

--• 5u

,

.,

eiu with 3 loz. pkgs.

,

Ies,11

-

0ppk:sot;
tnti 2
P
i,)
9c
v 2ai2
.y

,

%JP

,
KROGER

-

.:-, BONUS COUPON -

P LWAI TI NH or iSI ER LCFO--I.RI PIOSINN G 5.i B.

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURSON WHISKEY.
Se PROor THE OLD TAYLOR DISTILLERY 1:0..
FRANKFORT &
KY.

.

.

5

En

12 13
CA wiTFS-1&.
14
4-P,„,,y., Potatges
;41
)
with 2 heads Lettuce
15 •
25 with 3-lbs, Apples
16
9c with 39c Or more filenenee .17
411
'
.with 3-lbs;or mow
.18
B:?7,111:16.73-eitTitirii‘is - 19 ,
1."‘"

um"
50 tcrvatLA
with 52 00 Seafood

Wrer

•

•

s
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Bum* 41 amen 3 D. ht.. V-a. Auto
Frame., AI— r•B Air (km& Vinyl

Rao.

SCHILLING PARKWAY
'144 lamer

331-3711

•ora.
Cosstry linktr• 10 0000•
I. wan V-11 automatic.
P.6 P.1t..
'Sc. ALLr Cond Extra Rhea

SCHILLING PARKWAY
144 Lamar

BUY
BONDS

Osborn Lashes Out Against
Nixon-Kuykendall Policies

324-3711

Mike Osborn, Ninth Coneres-,dall, has claimed credit for, their incomes and have a feelD i trtct
Democratic bringing a million dollar granti ing of usefulness."
'nominee. in a sidewalk news to the Chamber of Commerce Osborn stated, "These people
conference accused his oPPon- for development of black busi- have bled and sweated for
SCHILLING PARKWAY ent, Dan Kuykendall of indulg- ness enterprise. To the extent America, building its mighty
that he was a factor in this institutions and raising its
144 Lamar
324-3711 ,ing in "category voting."
gen- grant. I congratulate him. At families. Now they ask the right
the
for
designed
I
"Bills
Oil '6'7 Mustangs. 2 Dr. lit.,
V-8
the same time, .the record of not to to be a burden on their
utomatk Trans.. P.8 . P.8
Per ! eral good of the people ieue,ve
,r Vinyl Root W W Tires Extra :his
"nay". hills meant for the my opponent with respect to families, the assurance of an
poor and working people and to income adequate to meet their
at
general good of big busess
SCHILLING .PARKWAY 'receive
his "yea," said Osborn.,the businesses which serve Isimple needs, the feeling that
144 Lamar
324-3711
Osborn spoke to reporters on them directly, has been a they are not forgotten, and oc•
--corner of Second and Beale long, dark night of negativism casionally the chance still to
the
ercury $5 Monterey V-11, 14T.. P
' R Radio. W.8. ?tree. Stec.° Tape. he had just completed a tow. of and neglect, relieved by only an help their country "
h Matching Interior,
occasional twinkling of Itnin the area.'
SCHILLING PARKWAY businesses
manity,
then only %viten he •'Our Senior Citizens' income i
"Dan Kuykendall's record has beenandreminded
144
forcefully is provided by Social Security,,
324-3711
iwnith-respect to poor band. work- that he does represent an urban and the v have suffered severly
people, atnd the
'onttae
BonnevIlte 2 Dr HT . N-8
ought to act from runaway' inflation which,
area, and that
uto Trans. P,8.. P.S . Air Cond.. which serve theo
'
es now and then. he
m directly,
eshshas
Corps' In-School program and formerly
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LEARN TO DRIVE
Trouble What so ever
Driver licenst
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ed in
Gram
past
crow •

Call
Tennessee Driving School

(,40•
.ATAll DRUGSTORES

other
every

BR 5-3600

Studies
or Lawson

, JOAN
By PERRY 0. WITHERS , last two general assemblies of
t- Getting ••••••••••••••• James
Morris Lawson Jr.. —i the World council of Churches
Memphis State Opera Theater pastor of Centenary United in New Delhi and Uppsala,
Ready
SEASON 22
• Methodist Church. 584 E. Mc Sweden. He also served as s
•
p resents
for Fall •
• Lemore has been granted a member of the interfaith team
•
•

MADAMA
BUTTERFLY

• leave of absents by his con- in Vietnam and Southeast Asia
• gregation so that he may pur- for peace. He has travelled

It's time again to start ready• sue further theological studies over five continents and coning your home for Fall and winter'
starring
• at Vanderbilt University in tinues to address himself to the
months ahead. Let Sears give you •
S Nashville. Reverend Lawson problems of social changej
•
Felicia Weathers
a hand. They are celebrating their
•
• will be in residence approxi- through "soul force." In addition
George Shirley
84th year and having a storewide
•
"Anniversary Days" you ought to. • Tuesday, Sept. 22 8 P.M.• mately 9 months in a Doctorial to speaking extensively, he has
also written for various devotion
see.
Harding
Academy
Aud.
• program.
•

gr. Lawson is well known at guides and periodicals. the
• locally for his activism m in the most recent of which appears,
Put on
Christian and civil rights in the book "Black Manifesto."'
•
movements. He is currently on Mr. Lawson holds an A.B.
New Face
____ the executive Board of MAP- Degree from Baldwin-Wallace
South, a neighborhood anti- college. He was born in PennWhether it's the inside or outpoverty program; Chairman sylvania and grew up in Ohio.
side of your home that needs
of the Tennessee Council of hu- He did his theological preparaattention, Sears can assist you.
man Relations Memphis Chap- tion at Oberlin Graduate school
Maybe an aluminum Insulated
Chairman of Black Metho- of Theology, Vanderbilt at Nash
ter;
door, or new all-season storm
dist for Church Renewal; Chair- vile and Boston University
For Complete
windows are just what you want
of the Memphis Legal Aid from which he received an S.T.
to keep out Jack Frost. Maybe
Quality Service, Local man
Program; Chairman of the from which he received an
your family will feel safer with an
Long Distant and
strategy Committee of the S.T.B.
electronic control to automatically
Memphis chapter of S.C.L.C.
open and close your garage door.
Storage,
He has been an advisor to the
There are many other item, to
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BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS * LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED

'1925'''AVE.
275-1148
3250 SUMMER
324-4444
.)
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MOVING?

'choose from to help you Improve
the exterior of your home like:
wood-fiber insulating siding; deluxe ironwork and railings, low
pnced. strong, rust resistant gal-

Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates

E-Z Storage & Von Co.
493 S. Main St.

4D

ZENITH HANDCRAFTED
12 in DIAG
The ROAMER
A1331 Compact molded multi-color
cabinet sculptured In crisp,
clean rectangular lints. col.
On
Avocado with grelge,
Tan with White, Brown with
Light Tan or Charcoal with
Light Blue. (Deluxe Video
Ronson Tuning System. Monopole Antenna. Cabinet size 10W." high, 157/I" wide. 10
1/8"disitp.

-matron

Saxe Iv%
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A
Ace will give away this 1970
Model Portable TV Register any
time between May 21 and June
20, 1970. Trill set will be given
away F REE on June 20, 1970.
No need to be present at drawing.
Remember & register at any one
of 5 Ace stores

BLACK and WHITE

too°

Handcrafted

Portable TV

CAN YOU USE
iSb
4
.
3

CASH
E
YCOFNI
\
I
M
LOCATIONS

MCIE

vanized guttering, or just good,
long-lasting Sears house paint.

makes it easy to compensate
for changing room light conditionS—by letting you adjust

Cg

Give Your
Kitchen
a Lift

FOLKS LIKE YOU
GET PREFERENTIAL
SERVICE

contrast, color level anis
brightness, instantly, with one
control instead of

simple
three.

•'HERE

Would you rather improve the
inside of your home this Fall?
Perhaps you have been considering
remodeling your kitchen. During
Sears"Anniversary Days" is a perfect time to get that new dishwasher you've been wanting. Sears
has both portable and built-in
models sold under the dependable
name ot Lady Kenmore. A food

SOUTHLAND SAM SEZ:

waste disposer really comes in
handy, too. And Lady Kenmore
super-powered,
disposers
are
super-quiet and extra durable.
What about your kitchen cabi.
nets? New cabinets can give vour
kitchen just the lift it needs. Fine
wood in Mediterranean, Provincial
or smart new Town Classical style
cabinets will fill the bill beauti-

of fun at Southland. Post time 8:00 P.M.

As the sun steadily sets in the west the
Greyhounds make ready for another night

Admission 50C. Rated "A" for adult entertainment.

flAlYr

Sears has
Credit Plans
Don t say no to Fall home
remodeling just because you're
short of cash. Sears has a convenient Credit Plan to suit your
needs. And, complete installation
can be arranged through Sears for
a reasonable pnce.
So, put a new face on your
home this Fall. You'll celebrate
with Sears during Sears 84Th year
Anniversary Days

JOAN GOLDEN
for...
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO

FOR SALE BY
U.S. GOVERNMENT
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION

A4216W
tstanding Co or V Value!
Contemporary
-"- Beautiful
styled compact console in at.
tractive, o rable Lamedall in
[2" DIAG 111
grained Walnut color. 5" x 3"
PICTURE
Twin-cone speaker. VHF and
Room-to-Room
Mobility
UHF Spotlit. Dials.
Tr,• , compact styled painted metal
ONE YEAR SERVICE cabinet in Slate
Gray color. zenith
NO EXTRA CHARGE Deluxe Video Range Tuning
System.
22,000 Volts of Picture POWS/
STAND INCLUDED
ON THIS BLACK
anti WHITE SE T

$42995

NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN BUY
See

Any

52980Y1
Contemporary
Ayters compact console in

$11995

A907M
THE NEWCASTLE
rsg
Early American
styled cabinet iii genuine
Maple veneers and select hardwood solids exclusive of decorative front. Tape input/output lacks plus provision for
optional extension speakers
with optional adapter kit.

A908 .
THE MENARD
Matestic Mediterranean styled
cabinet in choice of Oak veneers with select hardwood
solids, exclusive of decorative
front. Tape
Input/Output
plus provision for
lacks
optional extension speaker
with optional adapter kit.

C
APPLIANCE
GATLIN.
L E

$44888
12'n.5uper Portable TV

oi AG.

74 sq. in pic(iir•

• 77,00.16,8
WLHAI e•
TE
st $

The LINDEN
52960W !

$36995

Ordtr
by
Phone

Now enioy easy room-iuroom mobility with thiS decorator -compact table model
color TV that is feature- IN10
packed with Zenith duality.
Check the features below, before you Buy!
STAND INCLUDED

CO.

•
•
•
•
•

-nu
• iv,

color combinations
We service
Delivery

mast

MODEL
GRJ-1612
al

Broker

• HOME BUYING
"9011 9a4t Iktion"•
HOME SELLING

•

• NEW JOBS
• NEW CARS

FE

• RUMMAGE SALES
• HOME IMPROVEMENTS I "ACTION

For Quick Results I— CALL: 526-8397
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11112-14141
31111,40414111014/2. SI 0104251 • 355-4555
21111 LAMAS
743-113711
4251 ttWY. II SOWN
344•441/5
ALL 5 STORES OPEN 'TIL 9 EVERY NIGHT

800

The ROAMER A1331
Lightweight Super portable
tor porch, patio, den,
bedroom or anywhere! Maui,
limy molded cabinet
has
super
cOnvenlent
built-in
carry handle and comes in
four contemporary decorator

GE
GAS RANGE
36 Series

SINCE 1945 5 LOCATIONS

Ft (5. KINKLE
L E GATLIN, JR

.1 I

BIG SCREEN 18zh.

COLOR
$19995 TV

412995

-0:ined Walnut color. Co.,
kniently
placed mounted
.alcir Controls featuring ex
iusive Zenith Color Coo,minder Control.

ONE YEAR SERVICE
NO EXTRA CHARGE

buy this handcrafted Zenith Portable TV

690 North 6th Street
11 rooms. 4 baths. FR
81 1.
No Down Pa.1.. m•nt
list, 4 vers
o rooms. 1 bath. As Shy S!0 250
1 00 pont/
/ 7.52 Carlyle
brooms, 2 baths. BV/FR Si 7.950
1450 Down
369-71 Charter
$ 8.950
7rooms 2 baths. Ash
No Down Payment
23 Year Loan - VA To Make No
Repairs or Utility Check
49 King Road
rooms. 1 bath, FRIW1S $ 4.850
No Down Payment
25 Year Loan- VA to'Make No
Repairs or Utility Check
1549-51 Maplewood Street
7rooms. 2 baths, FR IWIS 7.750
No Down Payment
23 Year Loan- VA to Make No
Repairs or Utility Check
4606 Perry Road
.510,9.56
3 room& / bath, BV
2.50Down
3384 Rochester
$10.230
4 rooms. 1 both, Ash.
$250 Down
2296 Valentine
519.950
8 rooms, 2baths. ER
$4.50 Down
g term. 84% Loans availabh

THE ADAIR

Beantitui

NOW IS THE RIGHT TIME!
CALL: Mr. Norma' Mitchell
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it was
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He shi
gainer
plays

giant-screen 23" diag. compact console
with exclusive Zenith
COLOR COMMANDER CONTROL

NOTHING TO BUY-JUST COME IN and
REGISTER AT ANY ACE STORES
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DEFENDER

Perkins-Torres Bout
For Amphitheatre
Boxing
p r o mixer
Frank Torres said he and DougTorres asked approval of a las Amundson were going to
welterweight champi onship Los Angeles to make final
fight between titleholder Jose'arrangements for the bout
Napoles and the winner of the. with
West Coast promoter
Eddie Perkins-Raul Rodriguez 1George Panassus, who also
fight sched tiled
Saturday'directs Napoles' fights. .
night.
Torres told the state boxing Napoles will be guaranteed
board the title bout, over 15'3100,000 for the bout, Torresl
rounds, would be held either said. Originally he had been
Nov. 9 or Nov. 10 in the scheduled to defend against
International Am ph itheatre. Johann Orsolics of Austria
November, but Perkins
However, he said he had an in
out ()Tootles
last
alternate date of Nov. 28'knocked
in the Milwaukee, Wis., Arena, week to earn a No. 3 ranking
where the bout might be held. 1 among the welterweights.

CLIISI.-110N SANTO is out at the plate but collided
Cardrasals catcher Joe Torre and bowled him over in second latIng of yesterday's game. Santo attempted to score
from first on a double by Ernie Banks. The Cubbies won
It 5-3 (UPI)

'Modest' Ali
Glad To Box

Sports Horizon

NEW YORK — (UPI) — Cas- refusing to be inducted into the
sius Clay. bolstered by Army, will apply for a license

wound
up as
heavyweight later this week, and the New
champion after a series of York State Athletic Commiseliminations for the vacated sion is expected to rule on the
title
application Thursday
"Now it's all up to my The New York Commission
lawyers and the promoters," was the very first to strip Clay
Clay said "Right now I'm just! of his heavyweight title and
thinking about the fight withl place him on suspension after
Quarry in Atlanta. I'm not. he refused to be inducted into
even thinking about Joe Fraz- the Army 3/
1
2years ago. Every
ier yet. That's for later. I could other boxing authority in the
fight Joe Frazier in Kitten, world eventually followed suit,
Miss. and the people would and he was subsequently found
guilty of draft evasion.
come to watch it."
Chauncey Eskridge, Clay's It was less than two weeks
attorney, said in Chicago that ago that Clay finally w a s
he will apply for a license in granted permission by a local
New York later this week.
boxing commission to enter the
"The first thing I'm going to ring for an exhibition _bout in
do is call the State Athletic Atlanta. Encouraged by the
Commission and ask them WI action, the 28-year-old Clay has
mail me an application for a signed to defend his "title"
license. I'll file the applica- against Jerry Quarry on Oct.
tion within the next few daays." 26 in Atlanta, and began training in Miami yesterday.
Eskridge said.
"The way I look at it," Clay
Edwin Dooley, chairman of
said, "It's just great to get a
the commission, said he will
chance to earn a living again.
meet with the other two memI don't have hard feelings
bers of the New York group
against nobody. They did what
tomorrow, with Clay likely
they thought was right and I
to get his license immediately.
did what I thought was right."
"I have always wanted to see If Clay beats Quarry, Madihim fight again," Dooley said, son Square Garden has already
"and he wouldn't have been expressed interest in matching
suspended if it had not been him against Joe Frazier, who
because of the rules. We will
read the judge's decision and
see if there are any grounds
for appeal. That would seem
unlikely, however, and we may
act on the court's decision."
a judge's ruling that he cannot be barred from boxing for

PITTSBURGH — Two predominantly black football teams played the first grid game ever to be played in the spanking new Three Rivers Stadium when
Grambling dusted off its opening game rival of the
past three years, Morgan State of Baltimore. The
crowd of 14,000 was the biggest disappointment to an
otherwise perfect afternoon here last Saturday. From
every angle the game was widely publicized and
every observer that this writer talked to about the
game agreed that the predominantly black Rennaisance Club and a soft drink firm, co-promoters of
the classic, left no stones unturned in getting the game
before the people. A crowd of 30,000 was expected
to see the game played on the tartain field in the
beaufiful arena located on the Mongahela River draped by: the downtown skyline.
The •game was completely dominated by Coach
Eddiq Robinson's huge Grambling Tigers after Morgan $tate had been spotted a 6-0 advantage in the
first 'quarter. Frank Lewis, who is not one of those
great: runners who carries the ball 20-30 times a
game, somehow is just as productive as those prototypes:pf 0. J. Simpson.
Lewis, who was Grambling's leading scorer last
season, tallied three times in the second quarter on
runs of 46 and four yards, and a 10 yard pass. The
Houma, La. senior spent most of the second half
watching the reserves do a mop up job on Morgan,
a team which was badly outmanned on this fall
afternoon. Lewis. a 196-pound threat to go the distance each time he carries the ball, is considered by
Grambling observers as one of the finest prospects
ever developed by the football factory. The latter description wasn't intended to be taken out of context CLEVELAND (UPI) — Clevefor you only have to pick up a few NFL rosters to land Indians' southpaw hurler
Sam McDowell said he would
establish its authenticity.
be ready for Thursday's start- i
Grambling used three quarterbacks including ing assignment against the
James Gregory, the school's first white player, but Detroit Tigers after being
it was sophomore Matthew Reed who brought gleams beaten and robbed by three
men late Sunday night.
of delight from Coach Robinson's face. Reed, at 6-5
McDowell, 28, was treated
and weighing in at 225, is an awesome figure behind at Shaker Medical Center Monthe center barking signals. Reed hit on 18 of 26 pass- day for a mild concussionl
es with one aerial finding its way in errant hands. and a gash in his head: Thel
scalp cut required stitches.
He showed real class and broke loose on several long
McDowell said he was returngainers when his receivers were covered. Grambling ing to his downtown hotel here
Sunday night when at least
plays Tennessee State at home October 10.

11111EALEE
Hats—Wigs—Accessories

Dear Neighbor:
I'd like to introduce myself, I'm Haddon Salt, and I've
just moved into your neighborhood with my Authentic
English Fish & Chips.
I'm a second generation Master Fryer from Skegnests. England. There, my family developed a secret
recipe that makes my fresh Icelandic fillets derectable.
And with a dash of Malt Vinegar you've got an authentic touch of England-and a delicious meal for the
whole family.
Do drop in soon, take home a tasty order of my
Authentic English Fish Sr Chips.

Ka neko Ion Modocryl;c
Wash 'N Wear Stretch

WIGS
$10 Compere
ot
$25

save
250

so%
With the flick of a brush you can achieve
smooth hair close to the head, or curls all over
the head.

on a dinner t
(regs $1.00) 1
with this
card!

Carosal's
Greek
Boy
$1700
-•- •

Expires September 20, 1970
COUPON .
Save 23i on Dinner Reg. 41-00
Two pieces of Fish & (1) order of chips

Must Have Coupon
-1

each

r
COUPON
Save 50i on Kittle of Fish Reg. $3.95
10 pieces of Fish &(2)two orders of chips

one week only...
BankAmericard-Rhealee Charge-Master Charge

Must Have Coupon

RHEALEE

340 E. H. Crump 975 Poplar
•
1930 South Third St.

Hats—Wigs—Accessories
49 Nc,"1 M0,r,

Announcing
the1971 Duiter.
The bigcrane=insmallcam

0

tRyti

We first Introduced the Duster
as the best transportation
bargain in America. it still is.
And we built Duster to be
America's sonall-enoughbut-big-enough"car.
And it still is.

three men jumped him from

Foreman has 22 consecutive
professional victories, including 19 by knockouts, while
Kirkman has won 22 of 23
bouts with 18 kayoes. KirkSAN FRANCISCO (UPI) — The Cubs, would he at home man's only loss was to Doug
president again. Pittsburgh, would have Jones on a badly cut eye.
National
L e ague
Chub
made to travel to New York if tied Kirkman came back this
has
F e e ney
arrangements for playoff games with the Mets, New York would year after a long layoff for
in the event of a two or three have the home field advantage surgery on his shoulder to!
team tie for first place in the in any case.
win four consecutive bouts.
In the event of a three-team and Foreman, the most active
Eastern Division.
Feeney said Monday that lots tie, the club with the highest heavyweight
in
world
the
were drawn by the league winning percentage would have since winning the 1968 Olymchampionship series planning the option of selecting an op- pic title, has nine victories
committee in New York Sept. ponent and a playing site. The this year. the latest being
10, to determine the site of an club with the second highest a three-round technical knockOct. 2 playoff game in the percentage gets the second out over George Chuvalo
event a two-team tie involving option. Such a playoff arrangePittsburgh, New York or Chi- ment would be held Oct. 2-3. The Garden previously schedIf two or three clubs finish uled a 10-round, non- titl e.
cago.
b e tween welterweight
The Pirates would have to with identical winning percent- bout
play in an enemy park no ages their options would be champion Jose Napoles apd
Pete Toro on Oct. 5.
matter cho their opponent. determined b* lot.

H. SALT ESQ.
SPECIAL

Plymouth

McDowell Hurt,
Hurls Anyway

a car that had been following
PRO CAGERS WORK
him
Memphis took on the New Orleans Bucs Ameri- The pitcher said he knew
can Basketball Association franchise and the n e w he hit one of his assailants in
club will be known as the Pros. General manager and a struggle, but wag apparently
knocked unconscious.
coach Babe McCarthy has launched his preseason
"Someone picked me up and!
training. The 15 players scheduled to report to the told me I was bleeding," he
Memphis Navy training camp were greeted by a said. Almost $300 was missing !
man with a vastly improved outlook on life. The ac- from his wallet
He reported the robbery to
quisition of Craig Raymond from the Utah Stars, a
police
and returned to his hotel.
6-11 center, and 6-5 Bob Warren, acquired in the same
1When he could not stop his
deal with Utah which found the Pros trading off Mem- head from bleeding, he went
phian Mike Butler and center Red Robbins to the to the medical center for treatStars, are the reasons for the Babe's newly found ment
McDowell is having his best
elation.
Coach McCarthy wasn't, without some heartaches season ever. He will be shooting
Thursday for his 20th win of 1
as the Jones boys, Steve and Jimmy. still remain the season after being turned
unsigned at press time. Jimmy, 25 year old veteran back three straight times.
from Grambling, led the team in scoring with 26
points per game average last season.
Foreman To Meet
Holdouts will be fined $100.00 for each day they
Kirkman In Garden
miss according to McCarthy. "I don't blame a player for trying to get as much money as he can but NEW YORK ( UPI ) - Unit is unfair to the boys who are practicing," Mc- beaten George Foreman will
Carthy said. The Pros will work out twice daily fight Boone Kirkman in a 10round heavyweight bout Oct.
before their first exhibition game in Paducah against 15 in Madison
Square Garden.
Kentucky.

Paw

Small car lovers of America. your day has
come
You have more tires to kick, more doors to
slam, more hoods to look under, more colors
to choose from and more test drives to take
than ever before
Which leaves us to convince you that
Duster gives you the most car for the money
That it's small enough. but big enough And
that all in all its the ideal small car

Room. More of it
to accomodate more passengers.
More of it to accomodate
more luggage.
Most small cars are four-passenger cars
And when you sit in some of them, they
feel like they were built
for three-and-a-half
passengers

Duster s a five-passenger car It seats five
comfortably
Besides carrying more up front. Duster
carries more in the trunk You can stuff 159
cubic feet of stuff into it (One of the new
small cars has about a third as much trunk
space)

Small enough
for maneuverability. Big
enough for stability.
Dusters small enough to slip into about 3/4 of
a parking space Yet its big enough to give
you stability on the open highway
It has our unique torsion-bar suspension
(for better handling) And unibody construction- its strength completely surrounds you
So Duster can handle stop-and-go city
traffic as well as freeway traffic because it s
the right size the right weight and it handles

Our small-enough but-big-enough car has a
small-enough-but-big-enough
engine.
Dusters standard engine is our rugged 198
cubic inch. 125 horsepower Six
It gives you great gas mileage and a little

more power than other small cars smaller
engines
And that s a perfect combination

Options.
You have over 30
to choose from when you
order a Duster.
Think of it this way. Its a convenience to
have a lot of conveniences to choose from,
:f you're considering buying a new small
car, and you have certain options in mind to
go along with it, you may find Duster the
only small car that offers them.
There are things like a Stereo Cassette
Tape Player, V-8 engine, vinyl roof and
power brakes that you lust can t get on some
small cars

The Duster success story:
to be continued.
No doubt about it Duster is the car for the
times
Over 175.000 Duster buyers thought so
last year And we expect more of the same
kind of success with the 1971 Duster
Before you buy a small car, look at our
small car

Duster. Built and .
engineered with •
extra care.
•.:PCAryalv Coroc0414A
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Plan Playoff For N.L. Tie

CHRYSLER

See the new Plymouth Duster today.
Memphis

Millington

Mississippi

John T. Fisher Motor Co
1925 Union Ave

Joe Privette Chrysler Plymouth
7873 Hwy 51, North

C. B. Ginn Motors
7257 Lamar Avenue
Olive Branch, Miss.

Semmes Chrysler Plymouth, Inc

3311 Hwy 51, South
Bill Speros Chrysler Plymouth, In(
309 Union Avenue

West Memphis, Arkansas

a

Plymouth

Garrett Motor Company
132 Hwy 51, NE
Hernando, Miss

A. J. Thomas, Inc.
14)0 North Missouri

•••

•

/
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:1 Incident Hailed As Massacre

p.
It is reported that more than, pled on by "State Trh0Pers.", Trial for the Greers was held Mrs. Hedge. says the Crit- Thoroughbreds from Frank- the Mid-South Coliseum s i x Memphis State rooters have wingback Gerald Tinker. Tin75 persons were injured and:one source revealed. She was!Thursday at the Mayors Court tenden County Improvement fort will, bring a 1-0 word into
gotten better, howevr, should ker and Memphian Steve Leech
ago.
are MSU's offensive stalwarts,
several were seriously injured arrested last Friday afternoon1 in Earl. Information was not Association has requested the the game with TSU after tuning years
you hear the "give it to "Leroy' against Archie Manning led
TINKER: THE LEROY
last Thursday in Earl Ark., and released on $500 bond.
released at the writing of this help of Dr. Ralph Abernathy,
a
4-6
with
SCLC and other civil rights or- up for the big clash
when police and el\ iliam, at- Mr. Greer, candidate for a0 article
We hope ,that some of the bit, Tigr fatefuls mean black Ole Miss.
ganizations to aid Earle in their. thrashing of Langston 'Univertempted to hreak up a -peace- derman received a fractured
sity. Kentucky will be the destruggle
ful silent victory march,"
right hand and right arm a
cided underdog but the Little
The march began about 10 fractured left hand and troken
Brown Jug feud with Tennessee
p.m., in protest of the action left arm. and fractured ribs.
brings out the best in them.
taken by the court fining 29 Re was also arrestor' and. reKentuckians will have to
The
students and suspending them leased op $2500 bond.
Continued From Page 1
stop
the Big Blue's crafty
has three months for participat- Also injured were Mrs. Beaquarterback "Jefferson Street EARLE, Ark. — A late night , Mrs. Greer was charged with Association, which filed _suit
ing in the recent school boy- trice Hurst, Curtis Jones (frac- courage thousands of delegates
Joe" Gilliam to pull off the up- confrontation between Negroes disturbing the peace.
in U. S. District Court at Little
cott.
tured arm). president of the to the annual Convocation of
set.
and police was broken up by He said blacks marched into Rock accusing Earle city' and
Sources reveal that the Crittenden County Improvemen! Churches of God in Christ
Ctintinued From Page I
Coach Merritt, the master psy- gunfire.
marchers were not asked to Association, and Mrs. Jessie'from using Holiday _Inns durown at weeks end and were school officials with discridisperse but • were harassed Maple who was shot, and as an: ing their November meeting. little in common on the sur- chologist, knows that his players A short time later the Arkan- met at City Hall by State minating against blacks and
will have to come down to earth sas State Police closed off Police Critten County violating their civil rights.
and later attacked in what has outcome had to have a kidney
face. however, the promoters'
Further expanded were tar- of the Memphis and Shelby i after that California sojourn to State Highway 149, which runs Sheriff's deputies and city Early in the week 26 blacks
been called a "bloody massa- removed.
and defeat
arrested in Earle for parading
cre."
It was reported that blacks gets of the Boycott which now l County Alumni Association of avoid complacency interstate through Earle, because of police. Then shooting broke
Tigers'
without a permit, were found
the
from
Everyroad.
include
Holiday
Inns
across
the
sniper
fire
crowd
broke
and
out
and
the
Mrs. LillianHodges, secre- were armed but according to
Tennessee State hoped to prove rivals. Against Alcorn Tennguilty
and fined $250 each and
where,
Trailways,
Continental
injured,
were
persons
Three
did
ran. The Mayor said he
tary of the Crittenden County a spokesman for the Crittenden
that the MASCAA Classic can essee ran up an early lead and
sentenced to 30 days in jail.
Jackie
Mrs.
Mr.
and
including
shootnot
know
who
started
the
Improvement Association, stat- County Improvement Associa- Nat Buring Packing
become a fixture on the Mem- had to fight off a last ditch efr The jail sentences and $200 of
PRODUCTS) (KINGCOT CornGreer, Mrs. Greer is a black ing.
ed, "We are ready to meet any tion they were aot.
phis sports calendar.
Mississippians.
the
;tilt
by
fines were suspended.
fort
OR
Company'
pany
and
Gulf
meyor.
candidate
for
of the power structure tactics The source also stated "White
Coach John Merritt and his
BAND SET
Mayor James King said their Fifteen State Police units 1 The parade followed a walk' that may be used to create civilians attacked the group all who have Holiday Inn busi- Big Blue Tigers from Nashville,
were sent to Earle, a city of out at the Dunbar elementary
fear; anger and jealousy with- with tire chains and night ness connections.
fresh from a 24-14 victory over The famed Tennessee State injuries were not serious, and 2,896 in Eastern Arkansas, and schhol and Earle high school.
highwill
Band
caused
by
Aristocratic
gunfire.
were not
in the black community — one sticks; however, after the beat- OBHIE originated in Mem- Alcorn last week in the Freedom
other units were placed on State Police were sent to Earle
ings took place they were depu- phis three weeks ago to pro- Classic in Los Angeles where!light halftime activities. This The night supervisor at Crit- stand-by alert.
toward another."
Monday -afternoon following
on
appeared
Hospital
in
has
Memorial
'precision
group
tenden
tized.
"I feel that it is time that we
test what it terms the ex- over 43,000 onlookers watched
at the West Memphis, Ark., said the Greer is coordinator of the the rock throwing on Highhold true to what we believe The source also indicated politation of masses of Black TSU hpnd the Braves their first television several times
Crittenden County Improvement W3 149 near the school
and what we know is right — that Mrs. Maples was -shot by people by the sale of the West- setback in two years will be out intermission of National Foot- third injured person was a 14games.
cuts
girl
treated
for
League
year-old
ball
not ker black people alone, but police."
minster Funer at Service to impress another large crowd
The Tennessee offense, a pro hin the head and released early
for all people, Jew and Gen- Bonds for Mr. and Mrs. through New Park and Forest that they can hold their own
alignment, keeps'the enemy today.
set
tile," she added.
Greer were arranged by the Hill Cemeteries and the MON- with the toughest outfits in the
Among those injured during Southern Leadership Conter- OPOLY of small business by nation• Interest in a future date , defense honest with running King said Greer was chargthd incident were Mr. and owe.
CORPORA- here with a big name opponent,'back Albert Davis of Alcoa, ed with disturbing the peace,
WESTMINSTER
Mrs. W. Ezra Greer. candidates A mass meeting was held on TION. White business men say the likes of Memphis State, Tenn. M the backfield. Two of inciting to riot and parading
By DEBBIE DENN1E
for town office and leaders of, Saturday night headed by Rev. KEMMONS WILSON, WAL-, has been mentioned. A good Gilliam's top receivers are Day- without a parade permit, and
A 100-acre tract at the penal farm has been offered as the
the group.
Ezekiel Bell. About 300 persons LACE E. JOHNSON, L.. C.B.' shoeing coupled with a large1id Davis and Maceo Coleman.
site for the new community college. Plans for the college
Mrs. Greer. a candidate forl attendee!.
YOUNG and MURRAY N. , Crump Stadium turnout, could' David Davis is also an Alcoa
call for a main campus and three satellite branches.
mayor opposing Mayor J. H.: Lance "Sweet Willie Wine" MURRAY are incorporators help get officials of the two product well known to Memphis
There has been considerable opposition to the penal farm
King in the Nov. 3 city election; Watson addressed a rally i n of the WESTMINSTER ('OR- ,chools to the conference table. fans who watched him in the
sac. as a main campus, from groups who say that it is too
was hit in the head and tram- Wist Memphis Monday night. PORATION.
UNBEATENSI State basketball tournament in
BATTLE OF
d shan: from low income groups living in the inner city.
Continued From Page 1
Councilman Fred Davis. a member of the committee to
Reverend Jesse Jackson. SCLCh select the site stated that "it should be located in the inner
Operation Breadbasket, Bob'— city perhaps in the Medical center area."
-We (committee) are doing everything that we can to get
Aborigine
Maze. Australian
Advancement League, Whitney the commkaiener of Education and the State Board of EduYoung, Urban League, Ministeihration to consider the peculiarities of urban educational probFarrakhan. Official represents- lems at this level." he said.
five of Elijah Muhammad,
oach Horton. president of LeMoyne-Owen College, addresCorky Gonzales, Mexican Amen- hot! a hearing on location' of the main campus, urged' that
can Nationalist,
the main campus be located within the inner city area.
Also speaking for the Congres
President Horton observed that a kind of attitude dividing
was Mayor Richard Hatcher of pi.ople emst, in the controversy. Ile said "If an institution
Gary, Indiana, The Honorable is to have image and prestige and to be worthwhile it should
Julian Bond, Georgia State he 0;,tsA, of the inner cith
Representative, Evelyn Kawonh
Any institution located in the inner city will not have
za of the Zimbabwe Action •trert;:c -- it
b?..ome all black.
Group and Imamu Baraka.
"This kind of attitude." he stated, "must change. T h e
Surprise speaker who was pro- main campus must be located in the inner city and give young
grammed was Mrs. Malcolm' people who need skill, the opportunity to acquire skills in an
X who came to the Congress
t tution located convenient to them."
under heavy security to deliver
Mr. Horton feels that the penal farm site location would
a dynamic speech. Queen Moth- he 8 disadvantage to blacks and would foster segregation.
er Moore and other ladies from
Among other leaders favoring an inner city location is
Ethiopa and the states were, NAACP's Executive Secretary, Mrs. Maxine Smith. "The
presented flowers in recognition! NAACP is in favor of an inner city location so that the coifor their efforts in the move-, legh, can benefit those that it is primarily designed to serve
merit.— the poor." she said.
An exciting and diversified
"We are concerned with black people and poor people as
Black Program was presented' weiethroughout the Congress w it 31
Mrs. Smith cited the State Technical Institute, because of
artists from the National Black its location, as evidence of failing to meet the needs of more
Theater. Len Chandler & Black people who should be in attendance.
Arts Group, The Impressions.,
The institution is about 20 per cent black and according
The Last Poets, Jerry (Ice-man) to Mrs. Smith "because of the problems blacks face. more
Butler. The Spirit House Mover!blacks should be enrolled. If blacks in Walker homes wanted
and Stevie Wonder.
lo attend the new community college they'd be riding the bus
Black Liberation was the Oa"! all day to get there."
of the Congress. A sharp and
She added. "If it can't be put in a place where it can
penetrating analysis of condi- serve black people, we will be better off without it."
dons that oppress Black people
Rev. James Netters. councilman and also a member of
was made and strategies add the committee to select the college site does not object to the
programs were developed to penal farm location, but suggests that there should be a downspeed liberation. From the an- town location.
14
alysis the Congress intends to
"II should either be built first or simultaneously with the
design .Black institutions that suburban area," said Rev. Netters,
are conceived and styled to
The West Shelby County Homeowners' Association, Inc.
serve Black needs, locally; nil' has suggested a one-square-mile area bounded by the Missistonally and internattinnallY• sippi River, Shelby Drive, Raines Road and Weaver Road.
To date, this proposal, the Shelby County Penal Farm (including land near it), and several locations in the inner city,
have been the only proposals given on the new college's loci, Von.
Dr. Jesse Parrish, who will serve as president of the new
college, says that "in order to meet the needs of the people
Continued From Page I
all four sites are needed."
-If the penal farm were to be the only campus I would
lated to members of the minoristrongly object," he added.
ty race.
Holloman's famous or infam- - •
ous quotation. "I have never
seen a truth( policeman." real-,
ly got him into hot water with'
the black community. Could
our police director be this
naive? This was an affront to
all who have enjoyed the luxury
of being black.
Should Holloman decide to
leave, and the odds are very
high that he will, chances are
he will not be replaced. Separate divisions, with Police Chief
Henry Lux in charge of police
activity, and Fire Chief Eddie
Hamilton charged with firemen
rid CiaSS
affairs, may take shape.
1100!bman, speaking before
the charter commission. con- BALTIMORE — The achieve- lug with the Buffalo Bills this
Kodak
sidering consolidation of city ment of gigantic linemen might year.
and county governments. rec- be lost in the midst of huzzahs Morgan seniors Harold Bell,
ommended separation of the for runners, passers and re- a 6-3, 265 lb. Tackle and Bruce
Fire and Police Departments. ceivers when Grambling and Caraway,. 6-2, 220 lb Offensive
The present arrangement is Morgan State fade each other Guard have played together
like Cleon Jones of t h e Mets in the Renaissance Classic in
since high school and will probasking for a raise base on Pittsburgh Saturday at the
River
brand-hew
Three
Stadably
be drafted together by
touchdown passOs thrown by the
the pros next year. Hometoan
Jets' Joe Namath. Pay raises lulu.and budget items often ended in
product John Sykes, 5-11, 190
chaos as a result of the corn- The mobility of Morgan lb. halfback is being carnparEarl
Banks'
rugged
Coach
plicated set-up.
Holloman has been consider- frontwall, along with uncanny ed to Morgan State's other
ing leaving after being offered play anticipation add • rugged distinguished alumnus, Leroy
-several jobs over the past few tackling drew wide accolades Kelly of the Browns.
months however he was hope- from both the fans and the For sophomore halfback
ful that he could depart in a press in Grambling-Morgan Jimmy Lewis of Morgan State,
York's Yankee the Renaissance Football Clasreasonable amount of calm . games in New
camera and shoot away. Four
Stadium
in
'68
and '69.
Now you can take good, clear
sic will be a homecoming in
His health hasn't been good
flashes to each cube. If
flash pictures without flash
having undergone surgery last Both games were sellouts.,one sense. He's from Gram bling, La.
you try to use a used-up
winter,
batteries. With any of the new
attracting crowds in excess of:
magicube,a red signal
Mayor Henry Loeb said he 64,000 with Morgan winning! Morgan State goes far afield
Kodak Instamatie X cameras.
was sorry of the possibility of the first game and Gramblingl for its football talent with
in the viewfinder
You'll never have to buy,
losing
Holloman, and feels the rebounding in the second con-jeaan members from as far
to
try
you
If
you.
warns
replace; or even think about
city of Memphis is deeply in- test. This is the rubber game. away from Baltimore as Wisbattery-type
use
a
flash batteries again.
debted to him and his depart- Both Grambling and Morganleonsin and Texas. Grambling.
flashcube, it
Instead, there's the new selfment. Loeb is hopeful that Ho!- State are bringing outstanding on the other hand. stays closer
simply won't fit.
lomon will pass up the offers pro prospects to the game. to home with only 13 team
powered magicube. It's flashed
to leave Memphis and continue Grambling's Frank Lewis, a members from states other
Just drop in the film.
by a spring, not a battery.
at his present post.
196 lb. halfback, could, be the than Louisiana.
away.
And
flash
You just pop one on the
Holloman will probably take pros' number one draft pick Since succeeding Eddie Hurt
the university job while the next year. Matthew Reed, 6-4, as head football coach at Moepressures are at a minimum. 225 Lb. Tiger quarterback. is gan State in 1959. head football
His wife has wanted him to re- only a sophomore, but already ach Earl Banks has com•
From less than $21.
sign after many controversial promises to outshine James pleted a 68-61-1 record
inciolents confronted his depart- Harris, another
Grainbling Versatility and longevity are
me,'
quarterback who ill be start- the distinguishing mirks of
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Racial Troubles Come To Earle
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Ingenious new X-flash system works like magic with magicubes.
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